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The	  Theorica	  Pantegni	  is	  a	  medieval	  medical	  textbook	  written	  in	  Latin.	  
The	  author	  was	  Constantine	   the	  African,	  a	  monk	  of	  Tunisian	  origin.	  He	  com-­‐
piled	   the	  work	   in	   the	   latter	   half	   of	   the	   eleventh	   century	   at	   the	   Benedictine	  
monastery	   of	  Monte	   Cassino	   in	   Italy.	   The	   Theorica	   Pantegni	   constitutes	   the	  
first	  part	  of	  the	  Liber	  Pantegni,	  which	  is	  the	  first	  comprehensive	  medical	  text-­‐
book	  written	  in	  Latin.	  The	  Liber	  Pantegni	  in	  turn	  was	  a	  translation	  and	  modifi-­‐
cation	   of	   Arabic	  medical	   texts.	   Its	  main	   source	  was	   the	   Kitâb	   al-­‐malakî	   (The	  
Royal	  Book),	  written	   in	   the	   tenth	  century	  by	   the	  Persian	  physician	   'Alī	   ibn	  al-­‐
'Abbās	   al-­‐Mağūsī	   (Haly	   Abbas).	   The	   Kitâb	   al-­‐malakî	   consisted	   of	   two	   parts,	  
each	  containing	  ten	  books,	  and	  Constantine	  adapted	  this	  format	  for	  his	  work:	  
while	   the	   Theorica	   Pantegni	   deals	   with	   the	   theory	   of	  medicine,	   the	   Practica	  
Pantegni	   focuses	   on	  practical	   issues.	   It	   is	   probable	   that	   Constantine	   created	  
only	  the	  Theorica	  and	  a	  small	  part	  of	  the	  Practica;	  the	  ten	  books	  of	  the	  latter	  
were	   completed	  by	  Constantine’s	   followers.	   The	   two	  parts	   are	   independent	  
and	  sometimes	  were	  circulated	  together,	  sometimes	  separately.	  
Little	   is	   known	  about	  Constantine’s	   life.	  He	  was	  perhaps	  born	   into	   a	  
Christian	  community	  in	  the	  region	  of	  ancient	  Carthage.	  According	  to	  his	  short	  
biography	  in	  the	  De	  viris	  illustribus	  Casinensibus	  written	  by	  Peter	  the	  Deacon	  in	  
the	  twelfth	  century,	  Constantine	  had	  travelled	  widely	  and,	  among	  other	  disci-­‐
plines,	   he	  had	   studied	  medicine.	  According	   to	  an	  annotation	   in	   a	   thirteenth-­‐
century	   copy	   of	   Constantine’s	   translation,	  Dietae	   universales	   et	   particulares,	  
Constantine	  was	  a	  merchant.	  It	  seems	  probable	  that	  around	  the	  mid-­‐eleventh	  
century	   he	   fled	   to	   southern	   Italy	   and	   eventually	   to	   Salerno,	   when	   tribes	   of	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nomads	  invaded	  his	  home	  area.	  Salerno	  was	  known	  for	  its	  school	  of	  medicine	  
and	  its	  physicians.	  The	  above-­‐mentioned	  	  manuscript	  annotation	  	  states	  that,	  
on	  an	  earlier	  visit	  to	  Salerno,	  Constantine	  had	  noticed	  a	  dearth	  of	  medical	  lit-­‐
erature	  in	  Latin.	  In	  order	  to	  improve	  the	  situation,	  he	  studied	  medicine	  himself	  
and	  brought	  Arabic	  medical	  treatises	  with	  him	  to	  Salerno	  and	  began	  to	  trans-­‐
late	   them.	   Constantine	   entered	   the	  monastery	   of	  Monte	  Cassino	  during	   the	  
abbacy	  (1058–1087)	  of	  Desiderius,	  the	  future	  Pope	  Victor	  III.	  While	  living	  in	  the	  
monastery,	   Constantine	   translated	   numerous	   Arabic	   medical	   treatises	   into	  
Latin.	  The	  most	  important	  of	  the	  works	  attributed	  to	  him	  is	  the	  Liber	  Pantegni.	  
It	   became	   the	   leading	   textbook	   of	   medicine	   in	   the	   first	   European	   medical	  
schools	  and	  universities	  and	  remained	  widely	  used	  for	  centuries.	  
The	   Theorica	   Pantegni	   is	   the	   first	   part	   of	   the	   Liber	   Pantegni.	   It	   deals	  
with	   the	  anatomy	  and	  physiology	  of	   the	  human	  body	  and	  goes	   through	   the	  
structure	   of	   the	   different	   organs	   and	   their	   tasks,	   bodily	   functions,	   external	  
factors	   affecting	  health	   such	  as	   food,	   climate,	   and	   so	  on,	   diseases	   and	   their	  
causes,	  and	  prognostics.	  Its	  underlying	  theoretical	  basis	  is	  humoral	  pathology,	  
which	  goes	  back	  to	  ancient	  Greek	  medicine:	  The	  human	  body	  is	  composed	  of	  
the	   four	  elements	   (air,	  water,	   fire,	  earth)	  and	   four	  humours	   (blood,	  phlegm,	  
yellow	  or	  red	  bile,	  black	  bile),	  corresponding	  to	  four	  qualities	  (hot,	  cold,	  dry,	  
moist).	   The	   characteristics	  of	   an	   individual	  were	  defined	  by	   the	   complexion.	  
The	  complexion	  differs	   in	  each	  person,	  and	  several	   internal	  and	  external	  fac-­‐
tors	  may	  affect	  it.	  Health	  was	  considered	  to	  be	  dependent	  on	  the	  balance	  of	  
the	  humours	  revealed	  in	  the	  complexion,	  whereas	  illnesses	  resulted	  from	  dis-­‐
turbances	   in	   this	   balance.	   The	  maintenance	   of	   health	   and	   the	   treatment	   of	  
illnesses	  were	  based	  on	   the	   idea	  of	   keeping	  or	   restoring	   the	  balance	  of	   the	  
complexion	  and	  the	  body.	  
In	  the	  sixteenth	  century	  the	  Theorica	  Pantegni	  appeared	  in	  print	  twice:	  
in	  Lyons,	  in	  1515,	  and	  in	  Basel,	  in	  1539.	  Both	  editions	  were	  based	  on	  unknown	  
manuscripts.	  No	  extensive	  modern	  editions	  or	  translations	  exist.	  The	  present	  
publication	  is	  the	  first	  facsimile	  edition	  and	  transcription	  of	  the	  Theorica	  Pan-­‐
tegni,	  and	  it	  is	  based	  on	  a	  manuscript	  preserved	  today	  in	  Finland.	  
	  




parchment	  (flyleaves	  paper);	  s.	  xii3/4;	  I+210+	  I’;	  	  
I–VII8	  VIII8+2(-­‐1)	  IX–XVIII8	  XIX10	  XX–XXVI8;	  	  32–35	  long	  lines;	  	  
23.5	  x	  15.0	  (20.0	  x	  9.9)	  cm	  
	  
Manuscript	  Eö.II.14,	  containing	  the	  Theorica	  Pantegni	  published	  here,	  belongs	  
today	  to	  the	  National	  Library	  of	  Finland.	  It	  can	  be	  dated	  to	  the	  third	  quarter	  of	  
the	  twelfth	  century,	  which	  makes	  it	  one	  of	  the	  earliest	  surviving	  exemplars	  of	  
the	  Theorica	  Pantegni:	  over	  seventy	  manuscripts	  of	  the	  work	  survive,	  of	  which	  
some	  fifteen	  can	  be	  dated	  to	  the	  twelfth	  century.	  Manuscript	  Eö.II.14	   is	  writ-­‐
ten	  in	  black	  ink	  on	  210	  parchment	  leaves	  (recto	  and	  verso),	  amounting	  to	  420	  
pages,	  in	  pre-­‐Gothic	  script.	  The	  decoration	  is	  very	  simple	  with	  red,	  orange	  and	  
blue	   initials,	   and	   the	   rubrics	   are	   written	   in	   bright	   red	   and	   orange.	   Folio	   58r	  
shows	  a	  diagram	  of	  types	  of	  epidemics.	  This	  folio	  is	  of	  different	  origin	  and	  was	  
probably	  written	  somewhat	  earlier	  than	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  volume,	  i.e.	  in	  the	  first	  
half	   or	   in	   the	  middle	   of	   the	   twelfth	   century.	   The	   lower	   part	   of	   the	   leaf	   has	  
been	   cut	   off,	   but	   a	   fraction	   of	   the	   drawing	   is	   still	   visible	   and	   shows	   a	   bird,	  
probably	  the	  eagle	  of	  St	  John.	  
The	   manuscript	   was	   probably	   made	   in	   the	   area	   of	   modern-­‐day	   Bel-­‐
gium,	  northeast	  France	  or	  Germany.	  Some	  leaves	  include	  fragments	  written	  in	  
the	  early	  twelfth	  century	  of	  the	  Metamorphoses	  by	  the	  Roman	  poet	  Ovid.	  This	  
text	   has	   been	   erased	   in	   order	   to	   accommodate	   the	   Theorica	   Pantegni.	   The	  
manuscript	  is	  in	  very	  good	  condition,	  but	  it	  is	  incomplete:	  the	  first	  book,	  which	  
deals	  with	  the	  qualities,	  humours	  and	  complexions,	  is	  lost	  as	  is	  the	  end	  of	  the	  
tenth	   book.	   The	  manuscript	   was	   rebound	   in	   the	   nineteenth	   century,	   and	   it	  
seems	  likely	  that	  it	  was	  trimmed	  at	  that	  time.	  As	  a	  result,	  annotations	  written	  
in	  the	  outer	  margins	  are	  occasionally	  missing	  a	  letter	  or	  two	  at	  the	  beginnings	  
or	  ends	  of	  the	  lines.	  	  	  
The	   text	   is	  mainly	   in	   two	  hands.	   The	   first	   scribe	  was	   responsible	   for	  
the	  text	  from	  the	  beginning	  to	  the	  fourth	  chapter	  of	  Book	  10,	  whereupon	  the	  
second	  scribe	   took	  over	   (on	   folio	   193r,	   line	  28)	   to	  complete	   the	   rest.	  The	  se-­‐
cond	   scribe	   was	   also	   responsible	   for	   several	   annotations	   in	   the	   margins	   of	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Books	  2–9.	  In	  addition,	  there	  are	  other	  hands	  apparent	  in	  the	  manuscript.	  All	  
the	  hands	  and	  the	  portions	  of	  the	  manuscript	  for	  which	  they	  were	  responsible	  
are	  listed	  below:	  
– Scribe	  1:	  ff.	  1r–193	  r,	  text	  
– Scribe	   2:	   ff.	   1r–193r,	   marginal	   annotations;	   ff.	   193r–210v,	   text	  
and	  rubrics	  
– Scribe	  3:	  ff.	  1r–193r,	  rubrics	  
– Scribe	  4:	  f.	  76r,	  ll.	  27–31,	  text	  
– Scribe	  5:	  f.	  125r,	  ll.	  8–11,	  text	  
– Scribe	  6:	  f.	  155r,	  ll.	  25–29,	  text	  
– Scribe	  7:	  f.	  58r,	  text	  (the	  folio	  shows	  a	  diagram	  of	  the	  types	  of	  
epidemics	  and	  comes	  from	  a	  different	  manuscript)	  
– Scribe	  8:	  marginal	  annotations	  throughout	  the	  volume	  (Gothic	  
hybrida),	  fifteenth	  century	  
– Scribe	  9:	  marginal	  annotations	  throughout	  the	  volume	  (Gothic	  
cursive),	  fifteenth	  century	  
Manuscript	  Eö.II.14	  came	  to	  Finland	  from	  St	  Petersburg,	  Russia,	  in	  the	  
year	  1832.	  It	  had	  belonged	  to	  the	  collection	  of	  Dr	  Joseph	  von	  Rehmann,	  Actual	  
Councillor	   of	   State	   and	   the	   personal	   physician	   to	   Tsar	   Nicholas	   I.	   After	   von	  
Rehmann’s	  death	  the	  Tsar	  purchased	  the	  collection.	  He	  donated	  it	  to	  the	  Im-­‐
perial	  Alexander	  University	  Library	  (today	  the	  National	  Library	  of	  Finland).	  This	  
was	  one	  of	  many	   imperial	   and	  other	  donations	   intended	   to	   replenish	   the	  Li-­‐





The	   present	   text	   is	   a	   transcription	   of	  Ms	   Eö.II.14,	   preserved	   in	   the	   National	  
Library	  of	  Finland,	  in	  Helsinki.	  The	  goal	  is	  to	  provide	  the	  reader	  with	  an	  acces-­‐
sible	  text	  that	  is	  faithful	  to	  the	  original.	  	  
The	   transcription	   includes	   both	   the	   original	   text	   and	   the	   contempo-­‐
rary	   corrections	   that	  were	  made	   to	   it;	   instructions	   about	   the	  making	   of	   the	  
book	   (concerning	   the	   rubrics	   to	   be	   used,	   for	   instance,	   and	   the	   quire	   signa-­‐
tures)	  and	  later	  annotations	  have	  not	  been	  transcribed.	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Orthography,	   capitalisation	   and	   punctuation	   faithfully	   follow	   the	  
manuscript	  with	  a	  few	  minor	  exceptions.	  All	  orthographical	  idiosyncrasies	  and	  
variations	   have	   been	   preserved	   (e.g.	   hiems/hiemps/hyemps;	   exer-­‐
citium/exercicium;	   cause/causę).	   All	   abbreviated	   words	   have	   been	   written	   in	  
full	  without	  further	  remark.	   If	  an	  abbreviated	  word	   is	  spelled	  out	   in	  full	  else-­‐
where	  in	  the	  manuscript,	  then	  the	  transcription	  follows	  this	  spelling.	  In	  some	  
cases	   two	  words	   have	   been	   written	   as	   one	   in	   the	   transcription	   in	   order	   to	  
make	  the	  text	  more	  understandable	  (e.g.	  una	  queque	  →	  unaqueque).	  Punctu-­‐
ation	  marks	   in	   the	  middle	   of	   sentences	   are	   represented	   as	   commas.	  Where	  
punctuation	  marks	  precede	  capital	  letters	  or	  enclose	  numerals,	  they	  are	  tran-­‐
scribed	  as	  a	  full	  stop.	  When	  word	  divisions	  are	  missing	  a	  hyphen	  at	  the	  end	  of	  
a	  line,	  the	  hyphen	  has	  been	  tacitly	  added.	  	  
Additions	  to	  the	  text	  by	  the	  original	  or	  a	  contemporary	  scribe	  are	  indi-­‐
cated	  with	  both	  a	  backslash	  and	  a	   forward	   slash,	   e.g.	   \a/.	  Deletions	  are	   indi-­‐
cated	  with	  a	   strikethrough,	  e.g.	   a.	   Letters	  missing	  owing	   to	   the	   trimming	  of	  
the	  leaves	  have	  been	  restored;	  these	  are	  indicated	  with	  square	  brackets,	  e.g.	  
[a].	   In	   the	   table	  of	   contents	  of	  Book	  4,	  diamond	  brackets,	   e.g.	   <a>,	   indicate	  
that	  the	  letter	  in	  question	  was	  omitted	  by	  the	  original	  scribe.	  Reference	  marks	  
to	  annotations	  in	  the	  margins	  are	  indicated	  with	  asterisks.	  	  
The	  text	  has	  been	  transcribed	  exactly	  as	  it	  stands	  in	  the	  manuscript.	  In	  
other	  words,	  mistakes	  have	  not	  been	  corrected.	  However,	   some	  corrections	  
have	  been	  supplied	  in	  the	  footnotes.	  These	  are	  mostly	  instances	  in	  which	  the	  
word	   in	   question	   cannot	   readily	   be	   understood,	   owing	   to	   a	   serious	   spelling	  
error	  (e.g.	  guitur	  is	  corrected	  in	  a	  footnote	  to	  guttur).	  While	  some	  corrections	  
are	   conjectural,	   others	   rely	   on	   two	   other	   manuscript	   witnesses	   to	   our	   text	  
(The	   Hague,	   Koninklijke	   Bibliotheek,	   Ms	   73	   J–6;	   and	   London,	   the	   British	   Li-­‐
brary,	  Ms	   Add.	   22719)	   and	   the	   Basel	   edition	   from	   1539.	   These	   sources	  were	  
also	   consulted	  whenever	   the	   text	   in	  Ms	  Eö.II.14	  proved	   too	  difficult	   to	  deci-­‐
pher	  reliably.	  The	  transcription	  is,	  however,	  faithful	  to	  the	  Helsinki	  manuscript	  
and	  no	  readings	  contrary	  to	  its	  content	  have	  been	  imposed	  on	  the	  text.	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+%#-5)-6!%-'6/! /1/! 6-=(-<-&*,-5(%/! ! ! 0----/!
:%!&*'6*!+',#%)-('7!<%3#-6/! 1-/! :%!.%+#*!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%4!">!
:%!&57+56-,-6!<-3#-3'6E!! %,!&*'6-6!%*#'7!%,! %-'6)%7/! ! ! 01/!
6-=(-<-&*,-5(-3'6/! 1--/! :%!)-'-6-5(%!6-(='.*#-!6-(='.*8!
:%!<%3#-!%,2-&*!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%! ! ,-5/! ! ! 01-/!
%-16/! 1---/! :%!6&*3-%!%,!&',-6!%0&58!
:%!*+56,%7*,%!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%!! /1----/! #-*,-5(%!+%..-&'.-6!%,!E@!
:%!<.%=7*,%!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%/! 0/! +'6,'.-6!+5##-6!%,!'%##'&-6/! 01--/!
:%!<.%=7*,-6!*+56,%7*,%!%,!&*'6*!%,! ! :%!6')*,-5(%!%,!*+56,%7*,%!?'5)!
!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%/! 0-/! '5&*,'#!L6+5,-67*/! ! 01---/!
M6,%(6*!-(!6'+%#-5#-3'6!6-=(-<-&*8! ! :%!75#3-6!-..-6!?'-!6'(,!+#5+#--!?'-3'6!
,-5(%!'(-'%#6*.-!+'.6''7! ! )*7!7%(3#-6!%,!(5(!*.--6/! 01----/!E>!
'#-(;!)-=%6,-5(-6!6+'8! ! :%!75#6'!3%6,-;!'%(%(5!
,-!-(&-+-%()'7!%6,!-(!*(,%*! ! 6%!%,!-(&-+-%()'7!*!#*3-)5!










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































:%!-(,%(,-5(%!-(,%#-5#'7!7%(3#5#'7!%,! ! %,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%/!!! ! /1/!
)-'-6-5(%!%5#'7/! ---/! :%!.-,*#=-*!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=8!











%,!)%!%+-.%7+6-*!6-7-.-,%#!-(!%58! ! %,!)%!.*&%#,-6!+%&,5#-6/! 00--/!
)%7!&*+-,'.5/! 1--/! :%!)-*<#*=7*,%/! ! ! 00---/!
:%!7%.*(&5.-*!%,!*75#%!?'-! ! :%!&5#)%/! ! ! 00----/!
%#56!)-&-,'#4!%,!&*'6*!%,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%4!%,!! ! :%!-(6,#'7%(,-6!&-3-!%,!*!6,57*&25!-(&-+-%()'7!/001/!>!
!6+*675/! 1---/! :%!-('%6,-=*,-5(%!-(,%#-5#'7!7T5#U3#5#'74!
:%!+*66-5(-3'6!?'*6!+*,-,'#!('&2*! ! %,!&*'6*#'7!6'*#'7/! 001-/!
!6-&',!%75..-&-5(%!,%&2-(*,-58! ! :%!+#5<'()-,*,%!6,57*&2-/! 001--/!
!(%!%,!6-7-.-3'6/! 1----/! :%!-(6,%6,-(-6! ! 001---/!
:%!6+*675!?'-!%0!T-7U+.%(-,')-(%!%6,/! ! :%!&5.%#-&*!+*66-5(%! 001----/!"@!
:%!6+*675!?'-!%0!-(*(-&-5(%!%6,! /0-/! :%!.'73#-&-6!%,!*6&*#-)-6/! 000/!
:%!,#%75#%!?'-!%,!+*#*.-6-6/! 0--/! :%!*(5/! ! ! 000-/!
:%!=-3356-,*,%/! 0---/! :%!L)#5+-6-! ! ! 000--/!
:%!+*66-5(%!?'%!(*6&-,'#4!-(!7%(3#-6! ! :%!6+%.(;"! ! ! 000---/!
6%(6''7!%,!*3!5&'.-6!-(&-+-%()'7/! ! :%!<%..%! ! ! 000----/!">!
:%!7%(3#-6!5)5#*,'6! 01/! :%!#%(-3'6! ! ! 0001/!
:%!*'#-&'.-6/! 01-/! :%!'%6-&*/! ! ! 0001-/!
:%!.-(='*!%,!5#-6!+*#,%!.-(8! ! :%!,%6,-&'.-6! ! ! 0001--/!
?';!+%#,-(%(,-/! 01--/! :%!6-+2*&! ! ! 0001---/!
:%!5#%! 01---/! :%!'-#=*/! ! ! 0001----/!E@!
:%!+*66-5(%!'()%!*(2%.-,'6!(*68! ! :%!''.+*E/! ! ! 0./!
&-,'#/! 01----/! :%!7*7-..-6! ! ! 0.-/!
:%!+*66-5(%!'(='.*!%,!+'.75(-6! ! )%&5#-6/! ! ! T0.--U!
&*(*.-3'6/! 00/!
:%!+'.75(%! 00-/!E>!
H5#3-!(*6&%(,%6!-(,%#-5#-316!
&5#+5#-64!(5(!*)%5!<*&-.%6!6'(,!-(,%..-=-4!6-&',!?'-!!
(*6&'(,'#!-(!%0,%#-5#-3'6!&5#+5#-6/!M+5#,%,!%#=5!!
(5,-&-*7!7%)-&'7!2*3%#%!*&,-5(-6!6-(='.5#'7!7%(8!
3#5#'7!%,!&57+.%0-5(%6!%5#'7!6'36,*(,-*6!6'*6!%,!'(-'6&'-'6?'%!-'8!K@!
'*7%(,*!?'*(,-,*,%6!%,!<5#7*6!.5&56!-(!&5#+5#%!%,!?'*7!&5..-=*(8!
,-*7!2*3%*,!6-(='.'7!7%(3#'7!*)!*.-*!7%(3#*!%,!?'*(,'7!2*3%*,!2'8!
75#'7!'%.!*.-*#'7!#%#'7!6-&',!(56!)-0-7'6!'3-!?'*.-,*,%6!7%(3#58!
#'7!,%,-=-7'6/!G0!2-6!%(-7!-(,%..-=-,'#!'(-'6&'-'6?'%!7%(3#-!-(,%#-58
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
"!6+.%(%!
E!''.'*)
:%!%+*,%!
:%!7*,#-&%!
:%!%+*,%!
:%!7*,#-&%!
"'-
$
!
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!
!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) )37<)
#-6!75#3'64!%,!-(!?'5!7%(3#5!%,!?'*.-6!7%(3#-!6-,!.5&5!+%#+%()-,'#4!%,!?'*.-,*6!!
75#3-!%,!%-'6!?'*(,-,*6!)-6&%#('(,'#4!6*(-,*6?'%!%-'6!%,!75.%6,*&-5!!
(5,-<-&*,'#/!Q'7!25#'7!-=-,'#!(5,-&-*!6-,!(%&%66*#-*4!75(6,#*()*!!
%6,!'-*4!%,!7%(6'#*!'()%!+566-(,!-(,%..-=-!-6,*/!C-*!%,!7%(6'#*!!
%6,!5&,5(*#-*/!C(*!%6,!?'*!-(,%..-=-7'6!(5&'7%(,'7!-(!*&,-5(-8!>!
3'6/!$%&'()*!?'*!)%!&5#+5#%!%0%'(,-*/![%#&-*!)5.5#%7!'(-'6&'-'6?'%!7%(3#-!!
+#-'*,'7!6-=(-<-&*,/!F'*#,*!%0!.5&5!-(<-#7-!6-=('7!)*,/!F'-(8!
,*!%0!*+56,%7*,%/!$%0,*!%0!+#5+#--6!'(-'6&'-'6?'%!75#3-!*&&-)%(,-3'6/!
$%+,-7*!%0!*.-*!7%(3#5#'7!&5..-=*(,-*/!M&,*'*!%0!-(,%##58!
=*,-5(%!%,!-('%6,-=*,-5(%/!G0!(5&'7%(,5!*&,-5(-6!-(,%..-8!"@!
=-7'6!7%(3#5#'7!-(<-#7'7/!F';!%(-7!*&,-5!+*&-*,'#4!%,!&'-!(5&%*,4!!
7%(3#'7!56,%()-,!-(<-#7'74!&'-'6!*&,-5!%6,!%0!6'-!+#5+#-*!&*'6*!!
*',!*.,%#-'6!7%(3#-!&5..-=*(,-*4!6-&',!-(!)%6-)%#--!&-3-!'-)%,'#!)%<%&8!
,-5(%4!?'%!+*66-5!-(!5#%!6,57*&2-!&%#,-<-&*,'#/!I;&!*',%7!+*66-5!*',!!
%6,!+#5+#-*!*',!%0!&%#%3#-!&5..-=*(,-*/!J!&5#+5#%!%0%'(,-*!%,!!">!
7%(3#*!75(6,#*(,!-(<-#7*!%,!+*66-5('7!6'*#'7!(*,'#*6/!9(,%.8!
.-=%()-!75)'6!*',!%0%'(,-'7!%6,!6'36,*(,-*!*',!)%!.5&5!'()%!6'(,!!
%=#%)-%(,-*/!:%!6'36,*(,-*!%0%'(,-'7!6-&',!L+56,*6-6!?'%!%6,!-(!'#-(*/!
$-!%6,!<'#<'#%*!'%6-&;!-(<-#7-,*,%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!6-&',!<#'6,'7!!
&*#(-6!+*66-5(%7!-(!#%(-3'6!56,%()-,/!$-7-.-,%#4!6-!&'7!,'66-!&5#+'6&'8!E@!
.*!%0%*(,!6-7-.-*!+%..-&'.-6!6-=(-<-&*,'#4!?'-*!+%..-&'.*#'7!6'36,*(,-*!?';!6'(,!!
6-&',!<#'6,'.*4!<-,!&5##'+,*!%,!+',#-)*/!G0%'(,-*!%,-*7!-(,%.8!
.-=%!%0!?'*(,-,*,%4!6-&',!6-!&'7!-()-=%6,-5(%!<#'6,'7!&*#(-6!%08!
%*,!7*-'64!'()%!''.('6!-(!=#5665!-(,%6,-(5!%66%!&%#,-<-&*,'#/!!
$-!+*#'7!6-,4!6'3,-.-6!-(,%6,-(-!''.('6!%#-,4!'%.!6-&',!6-!6&#%*,'#4!'%8!E>!
(%!<#'6,#'7!&'7!,'66-/!$-!7*-'6!6-,!+'.75(%7!-(<-#7'7!!
56,%()-,/!$-!+*#''7!-(!&*(*.-3'6!+'.75(-6!%#-,/!N'.758!
(-6!%(-7!'%(;!6'(,!7*=(;4!&*(*.-'7!%&5(,#*!+*#';/!G,!-,%#'7!6-!!
&'7!,'66-!%0%*(,!*('.-!+'.75(-6!%,!6'(,!+*#'-4!-(,%..-=%(8!
)*!%6,!%66%!+',#-)*4!+'.75(-6!6'36,*(,-*/!9..-!%(-7!*('.-!6'(,!+'.8!K@!
75(-6!+*#6/!$-!7*=(-!&%#,-<-&*(,!+',#%6&%#%!+'.758!
(-6!.-=*7%(,*!%,!7*#&%6&%(,-*!%0-#%!&'7!,'66-4!?'-*!-..-!(5(!!
+',#%6&'(,4!6%)!%0!6'-!)'#-&-*4!6%)!.-=*7%(,*4!%0!6'*!)'#-&-*!!
%,!6-7-.-,%#!<-,!-(!*.--6!7%(3#-6/!G0!.5&5!6-!)%!&5#+5#%!%0%*,
"'"
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!
!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) 3M.)
6&*3-%64!6-=(-<-&*,!%66%!''.('6!-(!6+%&-%!-(6,#'7%(,-6!6-!&'7!'57-,'!!
-(!6,57*&25!%#-,!6-!&'7!)-=%6,-5(%!%0%*,4!+*66-5!-(,%..-=-,'#!-(!!
&5(&*'-,*,%!%+*,-64!6-!&'7!'#-(*!-(!%-'6!+*#,%!=-3356*!%,!!
6-!''.(%#*!6-(,!-(!6+*,-5!'%(,#-64!%,!6-6+*&"!<-66'6!<'%#-,!!
6-!<-66'#*!*)!-(,%#-5#*!'-6&%#*!+%#'%(-*,4!%,!&-3'6!*',!&2-7'6!%08!>!
%*,4!''.(%#*!'6?'%!-(!&5(&*'-,*,%7!6,57*&2-4!6'(,!+%#<5#*(,-*/!$-!&'7!!
%=%6,-5(%!+%#<5#*,*!6'(,!-(,%6,-(*/!$-!&'7!'#-(*4!'%6-&*!+%#8!
<5#*,*!%6,/!$-!-(!+%&,5#%!&*)*,!''.('64!%,!-()%!%0%*,!?'*6-!!
'%(,'6!''.('6!+%#<5#*,'7!'6?'%!*)!+%..-&'.*6!5+%#-%(,%6!&56,*6/!
9,%7!&'7!6*(='-6!)%!?'-3'6)*7!%0%*,!7%(3#-6!B!'%(*!#'+,*!-(,%.8!"@!
.-=-,'#/!B!$-!*',%7!%0-,!6*.-%(6!%,!#'<'64!%,!&.*#'64!'%(*!-(&-8!
6*!*#,%#-*&*!'5&*,'#/!$-=(-<-&*,-5!'%#5!)%!&5.5#%!7%(3#-6!+#-'*,5!!
7%(3#5#'7!-(<-#75#'7!6'36,*(,-*7!)%75(6,#*,/!$-!)5.5#!&'7!!
+'.6*,-5(%!<-,4!+*66-5!%6,!-(!*#,%#--6!*',!-(!7%(3#5!7'.8!
,*6!*#,%#-*6!2*3%(,%/!$-!&'7!+'(&,'#*!+*66-5(%7!%66%!-(!7%(3#5!+*#8!">!
''7!6%(6'7!2*3%(,;!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!)5.5#!6-,!%0,%(6'6!%,!-(!*735!.*8!
,%#*!+#5=#%)-*,'#4!+*66-5!(%#'-!6-=(-<-&*,'#/!$-!75..-,%#!%0,%()-,'#!+*66-5!!
-(!+%..-&'.-6!%6,!566*!5+%#-%(,-3'64!%,!&*'6*!<*&-%(6!)5.5#%7!!
+%#+%()-,'#/!$-!%6,!&'7!)5.5#%!6-(%!)5.5#%4!%0!<#-=-)*!%6,!&57+.%0-8!
5(%/!B!$-!2*3%,!%0,%(6-5(%74!6-=(-<-&*,!'%(,56-,*,%7/!$-!+#'#-=-8!E@!
(%7!%,!''.(%#*,-5(%7!*&',56!2'75#%6!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-=(-<-&*,-5!)%!!
.5&5!-(<-#7-!7%(3#-4!?'-*!6-!)%0,#-!6-,!.*,%#-64!%+*#!%,!&%,%#*!7%(8!
3#*!%-'6)%7!+*#,-6!56,%()-,!-(<-#7*#-/!$-!6-(-6,#-!&'7!6+.%8!
(%7!&%,%#-64!6-7-.-,%#!7%(3#5#'7!.5&-6/!$-=(-<-&*,-5!*+56,%7*,-6!75(8!
6,#*,!7%(3#*!-(<-#7*!%0!6'*!<5#7*!?'-*!6-!*+56,%7*!-(!)%08!E>!
,#5!6-,!.*,%#%4!%,!?'*6-!7%)-'6!&-#&'.'6!-(!%+*,%!%66%!-(,%..-=-,'#/!
$-!.5(='7!*',!?'*)#*,'7!-(!.*&%#,-6!%#-,!'%(,#-6/!B!$-=(-<-&*,-5!)%!+#58!
+#--6!*&&-)%(,-3'6!%66%(,-*7!75#3-!75(6,#*(,-3'6!%,!)%!7%(8!
3#-6!-(<-#7*(,-3'6!*',!%6,!)%!&5.5#%!6-&',!7*0-7%!#'358!
#%!+%#-+.%'75(-*7!75(6,#*(,%4!%,!.-'-)5!&5.5#%!%+*,-&56!!K@!
6-=(-<-&*(,%4!%,!.-(='%!(-=#%)-(%!+%#*&',*6!<%3#%64!+5#,%()%(8!
,%4!*',!)%!<5#7*!6-&',!-(!-(='-('7!&5(&*'-,*,%!+,-6-&56!)%(58!
,*(,%4!*',!)%!%0%'(,-3'6!&5#+'6!6-&',!)-=%6,-5(%!?'%!%6,!?'*6-!!
&*#(-6!.*'*,'#*!%,!+*66-5(%7!%+*,-6!)%<-&-%(,-6!(5,*(,%7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
"!6-+2*&!
B!%,!7'.,'6!6-,!
B'()%!%0-,!-..-'6!7%(3#-!
B!6-!&'7!*#)5#%!%,!!
+'(&,'#*!)%!&578!
+.%0-5(%!%#-,!&*8!
.-)*!
B?'-!6'+%#!%+*#!6'(,!
"'"
$
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!
!
!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) )3M/)
6-=(-<-&*,'#!&5..-=*(,-*!*.,%#-'6!7%(3#-!6-&',!&'7!)-=-,-!)%<-&-'(,!!
-(!6%(6'!%,!,5,'7!&5#+'6!(-&2-.!+*,-,'#!-(!+*'&-6!(%#'-6!*)!!
7*('7!'%(-%(,-3'6!+*66-5(%7!-(,%..-=-7'6!6-!+*66-5!%0!*.8!
,%#-'6!7%(3#-!&5..-=*(,-*!%0!&57+56-,-5(%!-(,%..-=-,'#4!%,!6-!*'8!
=7%(,*(,'#!&'7!*.-*!+*66-5(%/!C%#3-!=#*,-*/!J.-%(*,-5!7%(,-6!!>!
6-!&#%6&-,4!%,!*'=7%(,*,'#!&'7!<%3#-!%,!7-,-=*,'#!%0!7-(58!
#*,-5(%!<%3#-6!-(,%..-=-7'6!%,!&5..-=*(,-*!&%#%3#-4!&'7!!
*.--6!7%(3#-6/!$-!*.-%(*,-5!6-,!%?'*.-6!(%?'%!&'7!*.-*!+*66-5(%!!
*'=7%(,*,'#!'%.!?'-%6&-,4!-(,%..-=-7'6!%66%!*.-%(*,-5(%7!65.-'6!!
&%#%3#-4!%,!6-7-.-,%#!57(-6!+*66-5!6-!-(!7%(3#-6!6-,!-,-)%7!6%!2*3%(6!!"@!
%,!6,*3-.-6!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!+*66-5!-(<-#7*(,-6!7%(3#-!6-,!65.-'64!!
%,!6-!?'-%6&*,!*'=7%(,*,'#!&'7!+*66-5(%!*.-*4!&%#,-<-&*,'#!%0!*8!
.-&'-'6!*.,%#-'6!7%(3#-!%66%!&5..-=*(,-*/!$-=(-<-&*,-5(%!-(,%##5=*,-8!
5(%!%,!-('%6,-=*,-5(%/!9(,%#=*,'#"!-(<-#7'6!%,!6'3!)-*<#*=7*8!
,%!+*,-!&%#,-<-&*,'#!%0!)5.5#%!?'575)5!6%(,-*,/!$-!-(!)%0,#5!!">!
.*,%#%!%66%!)-0%#-,!-(,%..-=-7'6!%+*#-6/!$-!-(!6-(-6,#5!6+.%(-64!6-!!
-(!7%)-5!6,57*&2-4!%,!6-7-.-,%#!-(,%##5=%,'#4!)%!?'*.-,*,%!)5.5#-6!+#-8!
'*,5!-..-6!7%(3#-6/!$-=(-<-&*,-5!)%!%66%(,-*!(*,'#;!75#3-!-(<-#7'7!!
-(,%##5=*#-!?'-)!6';!&5('%(-*,!+*66-5(-!%,!?'-)!(5(/!$-&',!(%!!
)'3-,%7'6!+*66-5(%7!%66%!%0!&*.-)*!'%.!<#-=-)*!&57+.%0-5(%4!-(8!E@!
,%##5=*()'6!%6,!-(<-#7'64!?';!&*'6*!+5,%6,*,-';!&*.-)*!'%.!<#-=-)*!!
)5.5#%7!6''7!7-,-=*,/!$-!)-0%#-,!&*.-)*!%0!&57+.%0-5(%!-(,%.8!
.-=-,'#!%66%!<#-=-)*/!$-!<#-=-)*!%&5(,#*/!$-7-.-,%#!*(,-?'-!7%)-&-!!
25&!<*&-%3*(,/!$-!-(!*.-?'5!75#35!)'3--!6'(,4!(%?'%!&%#,-<-&*8!
#%!+566'(,!,%7+,*3-,!',!#%<#-=%#%,!*',!&*.%<*&-*,4!2'8!E>!
7%&,%,4!*',!)%6-&&%,/!$%)!,*7%(!&*'%()'7!6-3-!%6,!?'-)!+56,!*&8!
,-5(%7!6'*7!*++*#%*,4!-(!-'7%(,54!'%.!(5&'7%(,54!%,!5+%#%,'#!!
?'5)!6-3-!'-)%,'#4!%,!-,%#'7!6-!75#3'6!6'3-,5!'%(-*,!%,!'%.5&-,%#!!
?'-%6&*,4!)%!&57+.%0-5(%!&*.-)*!%6,!?'5)!6-!+*'.*,-7!%,!758!
#%,'#4!%0!<#-=-)-6!%6,!2'75#-3'6/!$-=(-<-&*,-5!&*'6;!75#3-!',!!K@!
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<-=*,"/!F'-!-(!+.%'#%6-!6*(='-(%7!6&#%*(,4!%,!-(!)-%3'6!/0./!!"@!
(5(!7'()-<-&*(,'#4!%7+-&-!6'(,!<','#-/!$*(-%6!%(-7!6-!-(!!
+%&,5#%!75#%,'#!*)!+'.75(%7!&5(<.'-,4!%,!&-,5!''.(%#*,'#!!
+#5+,%#!#*#-,*,%7!6'36,*(,-;!6';/!$&#%*#%!#5,'()'7!-(!+.%'#%8!
6-!+,-6-(!+#5,%()-,4!%,!6-!6-,!&'7!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%!*.-%(*,-5(%!!
+%#,-(%(,%!6-=(-<-&*,'#!*.-%(*,-5!%66%/!$-!?'-6!2*3%,!-(!)%0,#*!!">!
+*#,%!=#*'-,*,%7!6'3!)-*<#*=7*,%!+'(&,'#*7!?'5?'%!!
%0,%(6-5(%74!2*3%3-,!%+*,-6!+*66-5(%7/!G+*#!%(-7!-(!.*8!
,%#%!-6,54!%,!-(!-..5!+56-,'7!%6,!.5&54!'3-!6-!?'-6!=#*'-,*,%7!6%(,-*,4!!
&5(6,-+*,-5(%74!+'(&,'#*7!*&',56!2'75#%64!'%.!*+56,%7*!&*8!
.-)'74!%,!6-!)-=%6,-5!6-,!*.3*4!L&,%#-&-*7!+#5('(&-*,/!Q5.%#*!!E@!
%(-7!#'3%*!(5(!'*)-,!*)!&5#+5#-6!-(<%#-5#*4!6%)!&'7!6*(='-(%!7-0,*!!
,5,'7!&5#+'6!+%#*73'.*,4!?'5)!&5(,-(=-,!%0!&5(6,-+*,-5(%!<%..-6/!
F'-3'6!<*&-%6!%6,!,'7-)*!%,!6-7-.-,%#!5&'.5#'7!+*.+%3#;!L)#58!
+-6-(!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!'-#,'6!)-=%6,-'*!&'7!)%<-&-*,4!(%&!+566-,!!
*)!2%&!*)-#%!.5&*!',!)-=%#*,!,'75#%7!&#%*,/!F'-3'6!,5#,'#*!!E>!
%,!)5.5#!%6,!&-#&*!'73-.-&'7!(%?'%!7-,-=*,'#!&'7!<*#7*,-*!'%.!!
%+-,2-7*,%!'%.!&*.%<*&,-5(%4!*.-5'%!7%)-&*7-(%4!,-7+*8!
(-,%7!6-=(-<-&*,!'%(,'#'7/!$-!?'-6!<*6,-)-'7!2*3%,!%,!*357-(*8!
,-5(%7!%,!-(!6-(-6,#*!+*#,%!6'3!L+5&5()#-*!'%(,56-,*,%!!
&*'%*,!&5.-&*7!+*66-5(%74!?'-*!)-=%6,-5!6-!(5(!%0%*,!6-!&.*'8!K@!
)-,!&5.%#*!%,!-(!6,57*&2'7!*6&%()-,!<*6,-)-'7!%,!*357-(*8!
,-5(%7!%,!'57-,'7!<*&-,/!Q5.5(!%(-7!-(,%6,-('7!-(!6-(-6,#*!!
+*#,%!%6,!+56-,'74!&'7!%#=5!)-=%6,-5!(5(!%0%*,4!'%(,'7!(%&%66%
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) )7M/)
%6,!-(!25&!.5&5!&.*')*,/!$-!?'-6!-(!<%75#-3'6!%,!*(&2-6!=#*'-8!
,*,%7!%,!%0,%(6-5(%7!2*3'%#-,!-(!#%(-3'6!56,%()-,!+*66-58!
(%7/!$-!-(!%0,%#-5#-3'6!.5&-6!)5.5#%7!2*3'%#-,!%0+%&,*(8!
)*!6'(,!*+56,%7*,*!-(!%0,%#-5#-3'6!.5&-6/!$-!-(,'6!6-7-.-,%#!!
2*3%3'(,'#!-(,#-(6%&'6/!F'-!7-(='(,!'#-(*7!6-&',!.-,*#=-#-"!+-68!>!
,*,'#*7E4!.*+-)%7!-(!'%6-&*!2*3%(,/!$-!*#)5#!'#-(;!)-'!!
75#%,'#4!''.(%#*!-(!'%6-&*!('(&-*(,'#!%,!'-#=*/!F'-!2*3%,!%8!
=%6,-5(%7!&'7!,5#,'#*!%,!*#)5#%7!-(!(*,-3'6!)-6%(,%#-*7!2*8!
3-,'#'6!%6,4!?'-*!2'75#%6!&'7!)-=%6,-5(%!%0%'(,%6!&58!
.%#-&-!6'(,!'%.!*&',-4!6-!*'=7%(,%,'#!+#'#-=5!%,!*#)5#!(*,-'7!!"@!
%75##5-)%7!('(,-*(,/!$-!+#%=(*(,%6!65.',-5(%7!'%(8!
,#-6!+*,-*(,'#4!*35#,'6!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!6*(='-6!-(!7*7-..*6!&58!
*='.*,'#!7'.-%#-64!7*(-*7!<','#*7!56,%()-,/!H%(6,#'-6!!
%(-7!6*(='-6!&'7!*)!7*7-..*6!'%(%#-,4!%,!'-#,',%7!-(!.*&!!
7',*()-!(5(!2*3'%#-,4!6-&?'%!-(!7*7-..*!+%#7*(6%8!">!
#-,4!&*.%<*&,'6!-(!+%66-7*7!(*,'#*7!7%.*(&5.-&*7!7'8!
,*,'#4!%,!&*'6*!7*(-;!%<<-&-,'#4!?'-*!<'7'6!*&','6!%,!+'(8!
=-,-''6!-(!&%#%3#'7!*6&%()-,/!$-!7'.-%#!7*&-)-66-7*!!
%6,!%,!&5(&-+-,4!*35#,-,'#!<;,'6!*(,%?'*7!-(=#566&*,K/!F'-*!7'8!
.-%#!7*&-)-66-7*!&'7!&5(&-+-*,!(5(!=#566%6&-,4!',!<;,'6!!E@!
+%#7*(%*,!-(!6'*!6*(-,*,%/!O#566-,-%6!%(-7!%6,4!&'7!6*(8!
='-6!%6,!-(!(',#-7%(,'7!,5,-'6!&5#+5#-64!?'5)!&'7!<-*,4!%,!<;,'6!6-(%!!
&-35!#%7*(%*,!(%&%66%!%6,!75#-*,'#4!%,!%'7!7'.-%#!%08!
+%..*,/!$-!7'.-%#!)'#-,-%7!-(!7*7-..-6!+*,-*,'#!)5.5#!!
7*7-..*#'74!&50*#'7!=%(''7!*,?'%!+%)'7!5&'.5#'7!(%?'%!!E>!
*35#-%()'6W!+'%#!('(&-*,'#4!?'-*!)'#-&-%6!7*7-..*#'7!!
)%!(-7-*!6*(='-(-6!*3'()*(,-*4!?'-!&'7!*'=7%(,%,'#4!)'8!
#-,-%6!&5(<-&-,'#4!'%.!%0,%()-,'#4!%,!(*,'#*!*3'()*(,-*7!-..*7!!
%0+%..-,!-(!2%&!7%(3#*4!%,!)5.5#%7!=%(%#*,/!P%,'6!(5(!*35#,-,'#4!?'-*!!
6*(='-6!(',#-7%(,'7!6'-!6-3-!(5(!)%<-&-,/!H'.-%#-6!+#%=8!K@!
(*(,-6!7%(6,#'*!6-!&'##*(,!%0!&5(6'%,')-(%!6'*!<;8!
,'6!%-'6!(5(!%6,!6*('6/!G,!6-7-.-,%#!6-!.*&!)%!7*7-..-6!%<<.'*,!!
&5(,-(=-,4!?'-*!(',#-7%(,'7!<%,'6!6*(='-6!%6,!7%(6,#''6/!F'-!6-
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%0!&5(6'%,')-(%!6'*!&'##*,4!)%<%&,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!&'7!(5(!!
6-3-!,#*2%#%!'*.%*,/!$-!'%#5!(5(!7'()-<-&%,'#!<%7-(*!+56,!+*#,'74!!
75#3'6!=%(%#*,'#/!$*(='-6!%(-7!(5(!%0-%(64!6%)!-(&.'6'6!%6,!7*.'6/!Z5('6!!
%(-7!+'%#'7!(',#-'-,4!%,!6%&'7!,#*0-,/!N.'#-7'7!%(-7!25&!6-!#%7*8!
(%*,!*+56,%7*!-(!''.'*!'%.!%+*,%!=%(%#*,/!G,!*.-?'*()5!6-!6*(8!>!
='-6!%6,!+%66-7'64!-(!+%#)-,-5(%7!+5#,*,4!''.(%#*!2*3%(,-3'6!!
%0!?'-3'6!,'75#!(*6&-,'#4!?'-!6'3-,5!)%&-)*,/!P;,'6?'%!6'(,!''.8!
(%#*4!6+*67'6!*',!,2%,2*('6!(*6&-,'#'6!75(6,#*,'#/!$-!*(8!
,%*!6-=(-<-&*,'#!7*(-*!+%#-+.%'75(-*7!6*(='-(-6!'%.!6*(-8!
%-!%=%6,-54!'%.!+.%'#%6-6/!$-!%(-7!*+56,%7*!%6,!-(!+#5+*,'.5!&%#8!"@!
,-<-&*,'#!-(<-#7'64!)%!7*.-6!6-3-!<','#-6!*&&-)%(,-3'6/!$-!6'3-,5!!
-(,'6!#%)%*,4!75'%,!7*,%#-*7!*)!?'%)*7!7%(3#*!+#-(&-+*.-*!!
%,!+%66-756!75#356!=%(%#*,/!$-!#%,#5!'%.!-(!)5#65!<-,!*+56,%7*!!
<'%#-,!,%,2*('6!%,!6+*67'64!?'-*!2%&!&5#+5#-6!.5&*!+.'#-7'7!6'(,!(%#'58!
6*/!$-!*(,%*!-(!+%&,5#%!%,!-+6'7!&-#&'7)*(,-3'6!<*&-,!+%#-+.%'8!">!
75(-*74!+.%'#%6-(4!6*(-%7!%,!6-7-.-*/!$-!6*(-%74!7*,%#-*!-(!!
6,57*&2'7!)%6&%()-,4!%,!-(,%6,-(*!<*&-,!6*(='-(-6!%=%6,-58!
(%7/!$-!?'-6!''.(%#*!-(!&*+-,%!+*,-*,'#4!.5&'6!'3-!''.('6!%75.8!
.-,'#4!%,!.5&'6!5++56-,'6!6+*67*,'#4!?'%&'7?'%!7%(3#*!&*.%<-*(,!!
'%.!<#-=%6&*(,4!7%(3#'7!%5#'()%7!)%('(&-*(,/!$-7-.,%#!-(!?'-3'68!E@!
&'7?'%!6')5#!*++*#%*,4!2'75#%7!&*.-)'7!-(!%-'6)%7!7%(3#-6!!
6-=(-<-&*,/!D#)>&-+&:&'(,&$+#),#A6$%@A)A$%B&Q)')C&&&&C!
:-0-7'6!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!75#356!6*(-6!&5#+5#-3'6!<','#56!('(8!
&-*(,%6/!M+5#,%,!%#=5!)-&*7'6!%*6!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!6*.',%7!6-'%!!
+%#)-,-5(%74!-(<-#7-6!&5#+5#-3'6!+5#,%()%(,%6/!$&-%(8!E>!
,-*!*',%7!2*#'7!6-=(-<-&*,-5('7!*',!'('-%#6*.-6!%6,!*',!+*#,-&'.*8!
#-6/!C(-'%#6*.-6!-(!,#-*!)-'-)-,'#/!J',!-(!75#3-!,%7+5#-6!6&-%(8!
,-*74!*',!-(!*&',*7!6-'%!)-','#(-!75#3-!)-<<%#%(,-*7!!
*',!-(!)-%7!&#%,-&*7!%,!%-'6!6-=(-<-&*(,-*7/!A56!*3!'(-'%#6*.-!!
-(&-+-%(,%6!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%!)%!75#3-!5#)-(*,-5(%4!?'-*!,%7+5#-6!6&-%(8!K@!
,-*!7*0-7%!%6,!(%&%66*#-*4!+#5+,%#!6,*,'7/!A%&%66-,*6!2'-'6!,%7+5#-6!!
)'53'6!%6,!75)-6/!C(*!%(-7!+#%'-)%,'#!<','#'6!75#3'6!%,!&#-6-6!!
%,!*.,%#*!6%&'()'7!#%=-7%(,'7!%6,!-(<-#7-/!P','#'7!75#3'7!(%&%66%
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%6,!+#%'-)%#%4!?'-*!+.'#-7'7!-(!6,*,'!75#-'(,'#4!&'7!25&!75#3-!,%7+'6!!
75.%6,-'6!6-,!%,!+%#-&'.56-'6/!J.-?'*()5!-(!*'=7%(,5!75#-'(,'#4!-(!)%8!
&.-(*,-5(%!(5(!(-6-!+*66-5(%!*.,%#*!6'+%#'%(-%(,%4!*',!)%!+%&8!
&*,5!#%=-7%(,-!-(&-)%(,%/!Q*'6*!+%&&*,-!*',!%0!+*#,%!%6,!!
-(<-#7-!6%'!7%)-&-!6-'%!-(<-#75!7-(-6,#*(,-6/!G0!+*#8!>!
,%!-(<-#7-!6-!-(53%)-%(6!6-,4!7%)-&-!6-!-(!#%=-7%(,'7!-+6-'6!!
+%&&*'%#-,!7-(-6,#-!6-&',!%0!&.*75#%4!53-'#=*,-5(%4!-(<-#8!
7-!+%#,'#3*,-5(%4!%,!%0!75,'6!-(+5#,'(-,*,%4!%0!?'-3'6!758!
,'6!#%'%#,-,'#!+.'#-7'7!%0!75#3-6!6*.'3#-3'6!6-!)%<-&-*,!'-#,'6!758!
#-'(,'#/!$-!<5#,-6!6-,!7%)-&'6!+#%'-)%*,!%,!('(,-%,!?'-*!75#3'6!,%78!"@!
+5#-6!6,*,'6!6%&%)-,/!$-!'-#,'6!)%<%&,*!6-,!%,!'6?'%!*)!6,*,'7!(5(!!
6'<<-&-,4!5+%#%,'#!7%)-&'6!&5(<5#,*,-'*7!'-#,',-6!)-%,*7!%,!7%)-&-(*7/!
$-!75#3'6!6-,!75#,*.-6!+#%'-)%*,!75#,%7!*(,%!6,*,'7!6%&'()'7!?'*(,-,*,%7!!
)%<%&,-5(-6/!V%=-7%(,'7!-(<-#7-!6-!-(!6,*,'!<'%#-,!',!6'3.%8!
'%,'#!)-%,*!(%!'-#,',%7!%0!&-35!-(+%)-*,4!%,!75#35!(5(!#%8!">!
+'=(%,/!$-!75#3'6!*)!6,*,'7!(5()'7!+%#'%(%#-,4!=#566-5#%7!&-3'7!-(<-#8!
75!5+5#,%,!7-(-6,#*#-!(%!'-#,'6!)-665.'*,'#!'6?'%!-(!6,*,'7/![%7+5#*!!
75#3-!6'(,!/----/!9(-&-'74!*'=7%(,'74!6,*,'64!)%&.-(*,-5/!9(-,-'7!-(!/----/!
)-'-)-,'#/!J',!%(-7!-(!,%7+'6!?'5)!(5(!2*3%,!.*,-,')-(%7!%,!-(6%(6-3-.%!%6,/!
J',!-(!,%7+'6!&'-'6!)%<-(-,-5!-(!,#-3'6!%6,!)-%3'6/!F'5)!'%#5!-(!75#3-6!&5(6,*,!!E@!
57(-3'6!?'*7'-6!#*,-5!(5(!#%&-+-*,/!J',!-(!,%7+'6!&'7!7',*,-5(%7!6%(8!
,-*,!-(<-#7'6!%,!(5&'7%(,'7!*&,-5(-6!?'5*)!75#3'6!-(&-+-*,!)%8!
&5?'-/!I5&!*',%7!,%7+'6!&%#,'7!%6,!-(-,--/!J'=7%(,'7!&'7!(*,'#*!-(&-+-8!
*,!)-=%#%#%!75#3'7!%,!75#3'6!*'=7%(,%,'#!-(!<5#,-,')-(%7!!
%,!'-#,',%6!)%<-&-*(,/!$,*,'6!%6,!*'=7%(,'7!%,!&57+.%7%(,'7!)%8!E>!
&5&,-5(-6!?'5)!%6,!&'7!75#3'6!<-=-,'#4!(%?'%!*'=7%(,*,'#!%,!75#8!
3'6!75.%6,-5#4!%,!+%#-&'.56-5#!2*3%,'#/!:%&.-(*,-5!+56,!6,*8!
,'7!-(&-+-,!&'7!*&&-)%(,-*!6%!<-='(,!%,!(5(!75'%(,'#4!%,!7-8!
('-!-(&-+-'(,4!%,!'-#,',%6!+#%'*.%(,!-(!75#3'74!%,!-(<-#8!
7-!?'-%6&'(,!<-(-%()5!75#3'74!25&!,%7+'6!,#-3'6!75)-6!-(8!K@!
,%..-=-,'#/!J',!%(-7!%0!(*,'#*!75#3-4!*',!%0!*&&-)%(,-3'6!!
%'7!&57-,*(,-3'64!*',!%0!)%&5&,-5(%!%,!%-'6)%7!*3.*,-5(%/!
G0!(*,'#*!75#3-!#%6!+%#?'-#'(,'#4!?'-3'6!&5*)'(*,-6!75#3'6
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&5(<-&-,'#!6-&',!<*7-.-*#-*!6'(,!*&&-)%(,-*4!<*7-.-*#-*4!6-&',!*.-3-!!
6'(,!)-&,*4!<%3#-6!%6,!)5.5#!%+'(=-,-''64!,'66-6!%,!*(2%.-,'6/!$-!!
%#=5!*&&-)%(,-*!*3!-(-,-5!75#3-!7-('*(,'#!(%?'%!*'=7%(,%,'#!!
%,!&5#+'6!)%<-&-%(6!=#*'%,'#4!75#3'6!-(!*'=7%(,5!%66%!+%#+%()-,'#4!6-!'-#8!
,'6!75#3-!-(!7*=(-,')-(%!*'=(-,')-(%!*'=7%(,%,'#4!%,!-3-!!>!
,*()%7!)%<-=*,'#!75#3'64!*)!6,*,'7!*6&%()-66%!&%#,-<-&*,'#/!$-!!
*!?'*(,-,*,%!+#-'6!2*3-,*!7-(5#%,'#4!%,!?'-))*7!.%'-,*,-6!'%.!?'-%,-6!!
6%(6%#-,!-(<-#7'6!-(,%()-,'#!75#3'6!%66%!)%&.-(*,'6/!G0!*&&-)%(8!
,-3'6!75#3-6!&57-,*(,-3'6!?'-*!-(!?'-3'6)*7!<%3#-3'6!)5.5#!&*+-,-64!!
-(!*.--6!*.-%(*,-5!7%(,-64!-(!*.--6!'-=-.-;!'%.!*.-*!2'-'675)-/!I;&!!"@!
*',%7!*&&-)%(,-*!&'7!*'&7%(,*#-!'-)%*7'64!%,!75#3'6!*'&7%(8!
,*,'#4!6-!'-#,'56;!<-='(,'#4!6,*,'6!+%#+%()-,'#!75#3-/!G0!)%<%&,-5(%/!
$-!(5(!*++*#%*,!*.-?'-)!)%&5&,-5(-6!-(!'#-(*!(%&!-(!%=%6,-5(%!!
(%?'%!-(!6+',-64!75#3'7!-(!-(-,-5!%6,!-(,%..-=-/!Q'7!*',%7!*.-?'*!!
)%&5&,-5(-6!6-=(-<-&*,-5!*++*#%*,4!75#3'6!-(!*'&7%(,'7!%6,!-(,%()%(8!">!
)'6/!Q'7!)%&5&,-5!&57+.%*,'#4!75#3'6!%6,!-(!6,*,'4!%,!-(!)%&.-(*8!
,-5(%7!'%#=-,/!F'5)!%0!-(<-#7-!?'-%,%!%,!.%'-,*,%!-(,%.8!
.-=-,'#/!c!$-!75#3'6!%0!+%#-5)-6!<%3#-3'6!+%#?'-#%()*!6'(,!!
*&&-)%(,-*!?';!&57-,*(,'#!-(!,%7+5#%!*&&%66-5(-6!!
%,!%-'6!*'&7%(,*,-5(-6!%,!7-(5#*,-5(-64!%,!)%&5&,-5(-6!!E@!
%,!%-'6)%7!*3.*,-5(-64!%,!<%6,-(*,-5(-6!%,!75#;4!.5(=-,'8!
)-(-6!%,!3#%'-,*,-6/!$-!(5(4!?'-%,-6!%,!?'*.-,*,-6!-(!<%6,-(*8!
,-5(%!%,!75#*!.5(=-,')-(%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!6-!<%3#-6!*(,%!!
,%7+'6!<%6,-(*,4!*'&7%(,*,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!75#%,'#!!
+56,!6''7!,%7+'64!)%&.-(*,-5!+5#,%()-,'#/!$%)!,*7%(!5++5#,%,!!E>!
+%#?'-#-4!?'-*!7'.,;!6'(,!<%3#%64!?';!*(,%!,%7+'6!-(!6'*!+%#-8!
)%"!<%6,-(*(,4!*.-%!75#*(,'#/!C()%!5+5#,%,!-(,%..-=-4!!
?'-*!6-!<%3#%6!<%6,-(*(,!*(,%!,%7+'6!-..')E!?'5!<%6,-(*#%!!
65.%3*(,!-(,%..-='(,'#!-(!*'=7%(,5!%66%/!$-!&5(,#*!-(!)%&.-(*,-5(%!!
*'=7%(,*,-5(%7!<%3#-6!-(!.5(=-,')-(%!%,!3#%'-,*,%4!6-!,%7+'6!*'=8!K@!
7%(,*()-!.5(=-'6!%6,4!?'*7!65.%*,4!-(,%..-=%6!-(!*'=7%(,5!%66%/!$-(!!
*',%7!-(!)%&.-(*,-5(%/!$-!(5(!%?'*.%!-(!6,*,'/!$-!<%3#-6!(*,'#*.-,%#!<%6,-(*,4!%,!!
,*7%(!75#*,'#4!%,!<%6,-(*#%!%,!75#*#-!6''7!%?'*.-*!6'(,!+5,%6!-(,%..-=%#%
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(-6!<%3#-!%?'*.%!%6,!6-(%!?'-%,-4!%,!-(<-#7'6!*!<%3#-3'6!)-7-66'6!(%?'%!!
.%'-,*,%7!(%?'%!?'-%,%7!6%(,-,4!-(!6,*,'!-(,%()-,'#!%66%!<%3#-6/!M+5#,%,!!>!
*',%7!-(,%..-=-!?'-*!6+*,-'7!'(-'6&'-'6?'%!25#'7!/----/!,%7+5#'7!%0!.5(8!
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)%&5&&-5!<%6,-(*,'#4!-(!75#35!'%#5!)-','#(5!6+*,-'7!25#'7!/----/!,%7+5#'7!!"@!
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-(!%6,*,%!3#%'-5#!%6,4!&'7!%6,-''6!&*.5#!*)!&5?'%()*7!7*,%#-*7!*)-''%,!!
%,!*&','6!75#3'6!-(!2-%7%!.5(=-5#!+#5+,%#!<#-=-,')-(%7!*%#-6!2'75#%6!&5(=%8!
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(*,'#*!-7+%)-*,'#/!G0!)-=%6,-5(%!&-35#'7!*)!75#3'7!#%+'=(*()'7/!9(!!
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-(!)-','#(*!6'(,!%=#-,')-(%4!*',!7',*,-5!-(,%#!,*#)'7!%,!'%.504!)-'%#6*,'#!%,!!
*)!6*.',%7!)'&-,/!F'5)!<-,!&'7!75#3'6!6'3-,5!#%'5.'-,'#!*)!35('7!%,!!">!
+56,!+*'.*,-7!75#3'6!7-(5#*#-!-(&-+-,4!%,!'-#,'6!*'=7%(,*#-4!?'5*)!!
75#3'6!<-(-*,'#4!*',!7',*,-5!-(,%#!,*#)'7!%,!'%.50!)'&-,!*)!75#,%7/!
F'5)!<-,!&'7!6'3-,*!75#3-!#%'5.',-5(%!*)!7*.'7!%,!+56,!-(<-#7-!'-#,'6!!
7-(5#*,'#4!%,!+*'.*,-7!'6?'%!*)!75#,%7!)-665.'-,'#4!2%&!)'5!-(!7%)-8!
5&#-3'6!&5(6-)%#*()*!+*66-5(-3'6!?'%!-(,%#!*&','7!%,!)-','#('7!75#8!E@!
3'7!2*3%(,'#/!G#=5!6+%&-%6!&#-6-6!6'(,!/1-/!H',*,-5!+#-7*!*)!35('7!!
6'3-,*4!%,!)-&-,'#!&#-6-6!35(*/!$%&'()*!*)!7*.'7!6'3-,*4!%,!)-&-,'#!!
&#-6-6!7*.*/![%#&-*!75#3-!7',*,-5!+*'.*,-7!*)!35('74!%,!'5&*,'#!!
)-665.',-5/!F'*#,*!+*'.*,-7!*)!75#,%74!?'%!'5&*,'#!&5(6'7*8!
,-54!*,?'%!<-(-,-5/!F'-(,*!7',*,-5!6'3-,*!*)!35('74!?'%!!E>!
+*'.*,-7!7-(5#*,'#!'6?'%!*)!75#,%7/!6*(-,*,%7/!$%0,*!6-8!
7-.-,%#!*)!7*.'74!&'7!'-#,'6!)%<-&-,!'6?'%!*)!+%#)%()'7/!I%&!)'5!&57+58!
6-,*!&#-6-6!)-&'(,'#/!Z5(*!&#-6-6!-(!6,*,'!*&',%!%=#-,')-(-6!&'7!!
2'75#%6!6'3,-.%(,'#4!%,!(*,'#*!*)!)-665.'%()'7!35('7!*!!
7*.5!75'%,'#4!%,!-(!%0+%..%()'7!7*.'7!&5(<5#,*,'#4!',!*!&5#+5#%!!K@!
%-&-*,'#/!H*.*!&#-6-6!6-7-.-,%#!%6,!-(!6,*,'!&'7!(*,'#%!+#%'*.%*,!75#8!
3'6/!G6,?'%!6-&',!)-0-,!O*.-%('64!&#-6-6!7',*,-5!'%.50!6'+%#'%(-%(6!75#35!!
+#5+,%#!)'#-&-%7!*&&-)%(,-'74!%,!-(<-#7-!#%.'&,*7%(,'74!)'&%(6!
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6-3-!+#%'*.%*,/!Q'7!*',%7!'-#,'6!75#3'7!6'+%#*,4!<-,!&#-6-6!35(*4!%,!!
-(<-#7'7!*)!6*(-,*,%7!)'&-,4!%,!&'7!75#3'6!'-#,',%7!'-(&-,!<-,!7*.*!!
&#-6-64!%,!-(<-#7'7!-(,%#-7-,/!C5&*,'#!%#=5!&#-6-6!-')-&-'7!?'-*!25&!,%7+5#%!!"@!
*++*#%,!+%#<%&,5!7%)-&5!*)!?'5)!,%()*,!-(<-#7'64!%0!6&-%(,-*!?'*(,-8!
,*,-6!*&',-!75#3-4!%,!'-#,',%!-(<-#7-/!C()%!5+5#,%,!'-#,',%7!!
-(<-#7-!-('%6,-=%,4!?'-*!7'.,'7!-''*,'#!-(!+#5(56,-&-6!<','#-6!7%8!
)-&'64!(5(!*',%7!%0!#*,-5(%!+566'(,!-(,%..-=-/!$%)!+5,-'6!%0+%#-7%(,-64!%,!'-8!
6-,*&-5(-3'6!-(<-#75#'7!*66-)'-6/!9(,%..-=-,'#!*',%7!&#-6-6!,#-3'6!75)-64!!">!
*',!%(-7!%0!6&-%(,-*!#%#'7!&'7!?'-3'6!'%(-*,4!*',!%0!6&-%(,-*4!*',!-(!?'*!!
)-%!%66%!)%3%*,4!*',!%0!6&-%(,-*!6-(=-<-&*,-5('7!6'*#'7!-)!%6,!*&&-)%(,-'7!7*8!
.5#'7/!2&&C)D#)6%#-%(@(,&$+#)'%&>&>)N@()@#+&(,C!
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%-'6!%0+%..-,!57(-(5!*!&5#+5#%4!',!'*.%*,!-..')!+'#=*#%4!!
*',!-(!*.-?'5)!7%(3#'7!+#5-&-,!-=(53-.%4!*,?'%!)%3-.%4!+'#=*8!
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)%<%&,-5(%7!'-#,',-6!'-6-3-.-6!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!*',%7!%6,!&'7!<%3#-3'6!6*.'8!
3#-3'64!+#5+,%#!)%<%&,-5(%7!&%#%3#-4!(5(!*.-&'-'6!*.,%#-!5&'.5#'7!7%(3#-4!!">!
.*&#-7*,-5!'%#5!%,!)%<%&,-5!&5(,-(,-'%"!'-#,',-6!-(!&%#%3#5/!$-!*',%7!!
%6,!-(!+%#*&',-6!<%3#-3'64!+%#)-,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!*',%7!%6,!&'7!<%3#-3'6!6*.'3#-3'6!
6*(='-6!%<<.'-,!)%!(*#-3'6/!$'<<5&*,-5!5&'.5#'7!6-=(-<-&*,!-(!&%#%3#5!!
%,!.*&%,-6E!%66%!6+*67'6/!N*#'-,*6!5&'.-!%,!75,'6!7'.,'64!,'75#%7!!
6-=(-<-&*,!?'%7!.*&%#,-!+*,-'(,'#4!%,!%,-*7!*.-%(*,-5!)%6-=(*,'#/!F'%!!E@!
*735!75#,*.-*!6'(,/!M6!*+%#,'7!2*3%#%!(%?'%!+566%!&.*')%#%4!+%#)-,-8!
5(%7!'-)%,'#!6-=(-<-&*#%/!$-=(-<-&*,!%(-7!6+*67'74!*',!)%<%&,-5(%7!!
'-#,',-6!75,-'%/!$-!-(!.%&,5!-(<-#7'6!&5(,#*!+%)%6!'5.'*,'#4!75#6!!
6-=(-<-&*,'#4!?'-*!'-#,'6!75#,'*!%6,!?'%!&5#+'6!+5#,*#%!)%3%#%,/!G,!6-!-('%8!
(-6!6'+-('7!%,!&5..'7!%,!+%)%6!7*('6?'%!%0,%(6*!6'(,4!7*.'7!!E>!
%6,4!6%)!,*7%(!+#-5#%!7-('6/!$-!+%)%6!-('%(%#-6!)-6&55+%#,564!%,!(5(!&*.-)564!!
%,!7*('6!+%)%6?'%!(5(!3%(%!)-6+56-,*4!6%)!)-6,'#3*,*!7*.'7!%6,4!&'7!)%<%8!
&,-5(%7!'-#,',-6!6-=(-<-&%(,4!%,!-(!'-6&%#-3'6!&*.5#%7!*(='6,-*7!!
<*&-%(,%74!%,!-)%5!+%)%6!)-6&55+%#-,!-(!)%.%&,-5(%K!<#-=-)-!*%#-6/!
$-!6'+-('7!-('%(%#-6!%,!+%)%6!)'+.-&*,56!7*.'7!%6,4!(5(!%6,!%(-7!!K@!
'6'6!6-&!2*3%#%!6%!6*('7/!$-!&5#+'6!=#*'%!%,!75..%!'-)%#-64!7*('6!!
%,!+%)%6!6-7-.-,%#4!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!)5.5#%7!'%(,#%7!&-#&'7)*(,%7/
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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$-!75#3'7!+%#'%(-66%!'-)%#-6!*)!6,*,'74!%,!-+6%!%0&-,*,'#!*)!.%'*()'74!!
%,!?'-&?'-)!-('%(%#-,!<5#,-,%#!,%('%#-,4!+%#-&'.'7!56,%()-,4!?'-*!!
-(<-#7'7!-(!6,*,'!5+5#,%,!%66%!?'-%,'7/!F'5)!6-!(5(!6-,!%6,!+%66-7'74!!
7*0-7%!-(!+%#-+.%'75(-*/!$-=(-<-&*,!%(-7!*(='6,-*74!*.-%(*,-5(%74!!
*(='6,-*7!*(%.-,'64!+%&,'6!%(-7!%,!+'.75!6'<<5&*,*!!>!
6'(,/!Q'7!%(-7!6'+-(*,'#4!+*#6!+%&,5#-6!6'+%#!)5#6'7!-*&%,4!!
%,!+'.75!6,#-(=-,'#4!(%?'%!*%#!-(,#*#%!+5,%6,!',!6'<<-&-*,/!
$-!6%)%#-,!*(%.-,'6!7%.-5#!%#-,/!$,#-)%#%!)%(,%6!-(!<%3#-3'6!!
6-!(5(!<'%#-,!&5(6'%,')-(-6!6'%4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!-6,')!*',!%6,!(*,'#*.-,%#!!
6-!.*&%#,-!7*0-..*#'7!6'(,!)%3-.%64!*',!)%!6+*675!-3-!(*6&%(,%/!"@!
C()%!*',!75#,%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!*',!7*(-*7/!C%(-%(,%!*',%7!7*(-*!!
6-!6%(6'6!+56,%*!)%6-=(%,'#!75#6!6-=(-<-&*,'#/!$-!-(<-#7'6!-(!+%#-+.%'8!
75(-*4!<#%(%6-4!%,!&%+2*.%*!7*('6!&5(,#*!<*&-%7!.%'*,4!?'*6-!!
*.-?'-)!*&&%+,'#'6!6-'%!.-=('7!6-'%!*.-')4!?'5)!)%!+*#-%,%!'%.!!
+*((-6!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!75,'6!7*(''7!-(!2-6!,5..%()-6!%0!-7*8!">!
=-(*,-5(%!%6,!%5#'7!?'%!-(<-#7'6!*(,%!6%!&%#(-,4!%,!6-=(-<-&*,!+.%(-,')-(%7!!
&%#%3#-!%0!2'75#-3'6!7*.-64!?'-3'6!)%6&%()%(,-3'6!-(!5&'.564!<-,!!
-..*!-7*=-(*,-5!%,!-)%5!6-=(-<-&*,'#!75#6!%0!2-6/!$-!*(,%!6%!'-)%#-,!!
257-(%6!(-=#564!7*=(564!%,!+65(-6"!+%66-7564!7*.'7!%6,/!$-=(-<-&*,!!
%(-7!-(!&%#%3#5!2'75#%6!7*.56!%,!-(&%(656!*,?'%!7%.*(&5.-&564!!E@!
%,!&%#%3#-!6'36,*(,-*7!%66%!-(&%(6*7/!$-!'-)%#-6!-(<-#7'7!+.5#*(,%74!-(!*&',*!!
%=#-,')-(%!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,/!N.5#*#%!%(-7!*',!)%!2'75#-3'6!%6,4!-(!&%#%3#5!!
7%.*(&5.-&-64!*',!)%!*(='6,-*!*(%.-,'64!%,!+%66-7-,*,%!%-'6/!
9#*!%,!'%.5&-,*6!.5?'%()-!-(!-(<-#75!*(,%*!7*(6'%,5!-(!*&',*!!
%=#-,')-(%!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!7'.,'7!6-=(-<-&*,!%0-66%!*!6'-!(*,'#*/!9)%7!!E>!
<*&-,!?'-%6!-(!7'.,'7!.5?'%(,%/!J')*&%7!7'.,'7!.5?'-!(5(!%6,!7*.'7/!
$-!-(<-#7'6!(%?'%!*')-%#-,!(%?'%!'-)%#-,!%,!)%<%&%#-,4!'-&-('6!%6,!!
75#,-/!$-!-(!6,*,'!<%3#-6!'-)%#-,!-(!657(5!(-'%7!6'+%#!6%!&*)%(,%74!!
7*.'7!%6,4!2'75#'7!%(-7!<#-=-,')-(%7!6-=(-<-&*,!&5#+5#-!)57-(*(,%7/!J(%.-,'6!!
6-!6-,!6+-66'64!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(*,!)5.5#%7!%,!-(&%(6-5(%7/!$-!7*=('6!!K@!
<-,!%,!#*#'64!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!*.-%(*,-5(%7/!$-!?'5)!!
%0-,!*)!(*#%6!<#-=-)'7!%66%!6%(6%#-,4!'-&-('6!%6,!75#,-4!?'-*!
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<#-=-)-,')-(%7!&*.5#-6!(*,'#*.-64!%,!%-'6!6-=(-<-&*,!75#,-<-&*,-5(%7/!$-!!
*(%.-,'6!-(!6'*!'-*!)-6,'#3%,'#4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!.*&%#,56!+%&8!
,5#-6!6+*67*,56!%66%!+5#,%()-,4!'()%!*%#!)-6,'#3*,'#!-(!'--6!!
6'-6/!P%,5#!%(-7!*(%.-,'6!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!+',#%)-(%7!-(!-(6,#'8!
7%(,-6!56,%()-,!6+-#-,'6/!H',*#%!+.5#*,'7!-(!*&',*!%=#-,')-(%!!>!
7*.'7!%6,4!2'(&!*',%7!*(2%.-,'7!+*,-'(,'#!+'%#-4!+#5+,%#!)%<%&,-5(%7!!
*(2%.-,'6!6'-/!F'5)!6-&',!&5(,-(=-,!-''%(-3'6!2'75#%6!7%.*(&58!
.-&56!%,!+%#&'66-5(%7!-(!-(6,#'7%(,-64!6+-#-,'6!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!-(<-#7'6!!
)%!(5&,%!'-=-.*,4!%,!)%!)-%!)5#7-,4!7*.'74!%,!6-!*!+#-7*!!
'6?'%!*)!,%#&-*7!)5#7-*,4!(5(!*)%5!7*.'7!%6,/!F'5)!&'7!257-(%6!)5#7-#%!!"@!
)%!(5&,%!%,!'-=-.*#%!)%!)-%!&5(6'%'%#-,!(*,'#*.-,%#4!%,!%&5(,#*!!
(*,'#%!7*.'7!%6,/!$-!,*7%(!-(!6*(-,*,%!&5(6'%'%#-(,!(5(!,*(,'7!%6,!7*.-/!
$-!(%?'%!)%!)-%!(%?'%!)%!(5&,%!)5#7-*,!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!*',!(-7-'7!)5.5#%7!!
*',!7%(,-6!6-=(-<-&*,!*.-%(*,-5(%74!+#5+,%#!&%#%3#-!6-&&-,*,%7/!$-!657('6!)5.5#%7!<*&-,4!
75#,%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!-(!657(5!(*,'#*.-,%#!&*.5#!-(!&5#+5#%!%6,!-(,%#(5!*)!!">!
)-=%#%()*7!%,!7%.-5#*()*7!75#3-!7*,%#-*7/!F'5)!6-!*)%5!6-,!)%8!
3-.-6!',!25&!<*&%#%!(5(!+566-,4!*'=7%(,*,!75#3'7!%,!)5.5#%7/!$-!!
-(<-#75!57(-*!<%&%#-6!?'%!5+5#,'%#-,4!%,!(-&2-.!%'7!,*7%(!-''%#-64!!
75#3'6!+%66-7'6!%6,!%,!)'#'6/!$-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!%5#'7!?'%!&5#+'6!%0%'(,4!
/----/!75)-!6'(,4!*',!%(-7!-(!)-=%6,-5(%!*',!-(!'#-(*!*',!-(!6+'8!E@!
,-64!*',!'57-,'!*',!6*(='-(%4!+%#!(*#%64!%,!%75##5-)%!7%(6,#'-64!!
%,!+*#,'#-&-5(%!)-=%6,-5!6-!'-#-)-6!<'%#-,4!(-=#*4!<%,-)*4!'(&,'8!
56*4!-(!*&',*!%=#-,')-(%!%6,!75#,*.-6/!A-=#*!%(-7!-(&%(6-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!
C(&,'56*!)-665.',-5(%7!&*#(-64!%,!+-(='%)-(-64!+#5+,%#!(-7-'7!!
&*.5#%7/!C-#-)-6!&5.%#*7!%#'=-(56*7/!P%,-)*!+',#%)-(%7!(-7-*74!!E>!
%,!+%66-7*7/!J?'56*!6'3,-.-64!*.3*!'%.!&-,#-(-66-7*4!'%.!6+'756*!!
7*.'7!%6,/!$'3,-.-,*6!%(-7!6-=(-<-&*,!)%<%&,-5(%7!)-=%6,-5(-64!*.3*!?'-*!!
&5.%#*!(%?'%!*)!6,57*&2'7!(%?'%!'*)-,!*)!-(,%6,-(*!6-=(-<-&*,4!6%)!&'7!6*(8!
='-(%!+%#!,5,'7!&5#+'6!)-6+%#=-,'#4!%,!L&,%#-&-*7!6-=(-<-&*,/!Q-,#-(-66-7*!!
7'.,*7!&5.%#*7!*)!6,57*&2'74!%,!-(,%6,-(*!)%6&%()-66%!6-=(-<-&*,/!K@!
$+'756*!7-0,'#*!'%(,56-,*,-64!%,!)-=%6,-5(-6!)%6-=(*,4!!
6-&',!'-)%7'6!<-%#-!-(!,%7+%6,*,%!7*#-6!*',!)%!(-7-5!&*.-)5
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6'+%#<.'54!6-&',!'-)%,'#!-(!3'..-%(,-!&*.)*#-5/!$-!)-=%6,-5!6-,!+*#8!
'*4!.%(-6!'-6&56*4!*.3*!*',!&-,#-(*!%6,!7*.*/!96,*!%(-7!)-=%6,-5!!
6-=(-<-&*,!)-665.',-5(%7!+-(='%)-(-6!&5#+5#-6/!Q-,#-(-,*6!*',!&*.5#%7!!
<5#,%7!*',!+-(='%)-(%7!+',#%6&%(,%7!6-!6-,!)-'%#65#'7!&5.5#'7!-)!%6,!!
#'3%*4!&-,#-(*4!(-=#*4!7*.'7!%6,/!:-','#(-,*,%7!%(-7!6-=(-<-&*,!75#3-/!I-!!>!
%(-7!2'75#%6!-(!&5#+5#%!6%!*)'(*(,%6!)-'%#656!-(!%5!75#356!6-=(-<-&*(,4!!
%,!(*,'#*7!7'.,5!,%7+5#%!*)!#%+'(=%()*7!%,!&5(65.*()*7!(%&%66*#-*7/!
C()%!75#3-!+%66-7-,*6!6-=(-<-&*,'#4!)-','#(*!%,!6-!+'#*!6-,!&5.%#-&*!&'7!!
<*6,-)-54!%,!2575!)-=%6,-5(%7!6*(='-(-6!2*3%*,!,%7+5#%!.5(=54!%,!!
<*6,-)-'7!6-3-!'%(%#-,4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!%,!-(!-(,%6,-(-6!*+56,%7*/!"@!
$-!*',%7!-(!)-6-(,%#-*!?'*6-!&*#(-6!<#'6,*!%0-%#-(,4!75#,%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!!
?'-*!''.(%#*!7*()'&*'%#'(,!-(,%6,-(*4!%,!+%#'%(%#'(,!!
'6?'%!-(!6%&'()*7!,'(-&*7!+%#<5#*(,-*4!%,!%0&5#-*'%#'(,!%*7/!$-!)-8!
=%6,-5!+*'.*,-7!'%(-*,4!%,!6+-66*!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!&5=-,!-(<-#7'7!!
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6,-5!+'#*!+56,!)-6-(,%#-*7!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!-(,%6,-(*!%0&5#,-&*,*!6'(,4!!
%0!*&',*!&5.%#*/!:-=%6,-5!(-=#*!6+5(,%!'%(-%(6!&'7!<%3#-!'%.!6-(%!<%3#-!!
+%66-7'7!%6,!6-!(5(!7',%,'#4!%,!57(-*!?'%!%0%'(,!)%!&5#+5#%!)-=%6,-5(%6!!
*',!'#-(*!6-!7*.-!6'(,4!&5.5#-6!+%66-7'7!%6,!6-!(5(!7',%(,'#!!
*',!?'-%6&*(,4!?'-*!(-=#%)5!)-=%6,-5(-6!%,!'#-(%!%,!-(&%(6-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!E@!
$-!7',%(,'#!%,!+*'.*,-7!?'-%6&*(,4!6-=(-<-&*,!(*,'#%!'-#,',%74!7*.56!!
2'75#%6!-(!&5#+5#%!<-(-%(,%7/!F'*.-6&'7?'%!75#3'6!-(!-(-&-5!&5.%#*4!(-6-!!
)%!6'6'7!'%.!-'6'7!%0%*,4!75#,%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!*',!7*,%#-%!7'.,-,')-(%7!!
*',!'-#,',-6!&5(,%(,-'%!6-=(-<-&*,!)%<%&,-5(%7/!F'5#'7!?'*.%&'7?'%!6-,!+%66-8!
7'7!%6,!%,!75#,*.%/!F'*.-6&'7?'%!)%!*&',*!%=#-,')-(%!*',!)-','#(*!!E>!
)%<%&%#-,4!%,!*.-?'*!#%!*.-*4!6-&',!*35#,-,'!-%-'(--6!%,!(-6-!&5.%#*!!
%0-%#-,!+56,!)-%7!-..'7!75#-,'#/!$-7-.-,%#!*35#,-'*!7'.-%#4!'-#,'6!%(-7!!
-(!2'-'675)-!&%&-)-,4!%,!2'75#%6!256!-+6*!(5(!%0+'.-,4!6%)!%0!6'*!2*8!
3'()*(,-*!%0-%#-(,4!<%3#%6!+%#*&',*6!2*3%(,%6!6-!6,-+,-&-!6'(,4!7*.'7!!
6-=(-<-&*,/!Q*.5#!%(-7!*6&%()-,!-(!6'+%#-5#*4!)-=%6,-5(%6!6'3!L+58!K@!
&5()#-*!6'3,-.%64!(5&%(,!6,57*&254!%,!%+*,-4!%,!*.--6!-(6,#'7%(,-6!!
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-()%!'%#%&'()'6!6-,4!-(!*&',*!%=#-,')-(%!7*.'7!%6,/!$-!%(-7!<'8!
%#-,!6*(%!7%(,-64!6-=(-<-&*,!)5.5#%7!7*=('7!'%(,#%7!&-#&'78!
)*(,%7/!$-!*',%7!%0!'5.'(,*,%!7%(,-6!6-=(-<-&*,!*.-%(*,-5(%7/!
F'%!',#*?'%!+%66-7*/!$-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!-(!'#-(*!6-&!&*+-%()%!6'(,/!C#-(*!!>!
(-6-!-(!7*6&'.5!6-'%!<%7-(*!+%#)-,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,/!Q'7?'%!6-,!+*'8!
&-5#!,*(,5!%6,!+%-5#/!$-=(-<-&*,!%(-7!&5(6'7*,-5(%7!2'7%&,*&-5(-6!!
-(!&5#+5#%4!%,!75#,-<-&*,-5(%7!-(6,#'7%(,-!'#-(%/!C#-(*!%(-7!(-6-!!
%0!-(&%(6-5(%!%6,!2'75#'74!+#5+,%#!&*.5#%7!(-7-'7!%,!-()%!+%#)-,-5!!
6-=(-<-&*,'#!-(!57(-3'6!%,*,-3'6/!N'%#5#'7!'%#5!'#-(*!6'3,-.-6!%,!!"@!
*?'56*!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!(*,'#*.-,%#!)%3%,!%66%!=#566*4!&'7!L+56,*6-4!!
+#5+,%#!'-#,',%7!-(!&5#+5#-3'6!%5#'7!7',*3-.%74!%,!2'75#'7!&5&&-5(%74!!
6-&',!-(!6+',-6!-(!+.%'#%6-4!%,!%7'(&,-5(%!-(!#%'7*,%4!%,!!
6*(-%!-(!''.(%#%4!?'-*!&'7!6-,!=#566-5#!,*(,5!-(,%..-=-,'#!)%&5&&-5#!!
$-!*',%7!'#-(*!+'%#5#'7!6'3,-.-6!%6,!%,!*?'56*!-(!.5(=5!,%7+5#%!7*.'7!%6,4!!">!
+#5+,%#!&5(,#*#-%,*,%7!%5#'7!(*,'#%4!6-&?'%!-(!'#-(*!L+56,*6-6!<-,!(-=#*4!!
-(!'*6-6!-(<-#7-,*,%!*',!(%3'.*!)%6&%()%#-,4!*)!-(<%#-5#*!!
+%#)-,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!L+56,*6-6!(-=#*!)%75(6,#*,-'*!%6,!-(&%(6-5(-6!!
*',!(-7-%!<#-=-,')-(-6!%,!6-!6-,!-(!<'()54!*',!)%6&%()-,!*)!!
-(<%#-5#*4!6-=(-<-&*,!'-&,5#-*7!75#3-4!%,!-(!'-#,',%!)57-(*,-5(%7!6'-4!!E@!
6-&',!*.3*!L+56,*6-6!&'7!.%(-6!%,!-(!<'()5!6-,4!6-=(-<-&*,!6*(-,*,%7!!
%,!)%&5&&-5(-6!&57+.%,-5(%7/!C()%!(-=#*!L+56,*6-6!*3.*,-5(%7!!
6-=(-<-&*,!)%&5&&-5(-6/!C#-(*!*?'56*!%,!6'3,-.-6!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!&5&&-5(T-U%7T6U!!
6-=(-<-&*,!*3.*,-5(%74!%,!(*,'#%!)%<%&,-5(%74!*)!7*,%#-%!75#3-!#%8!
+'=(*,-5(%7/!9,%#'7!6-=(-<-&*,!&5.5#-6!*6&%(6-5(%7!*)!6'+%#-5#*!!E>!
&5#+5#-64!%,!<','#*7!*.-%(*,-5(%7/!$-!'%#5!'#-(*!,*.-6!6-,4!%,!2575!*.-%8!
(*,'6!,*7%(!<'%#-,4!+%#)-,-5(%7!56,%()-,4!?'-*!&*.5#!&%#%3#5!&577-0,'6!%6,/!
$-!*',%7!6*.'3#%6!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!<'%#-(,4!%,!7%(6!6*.'3#-6!6-,4!6-=(-<-&*,!!
<','#'7!*+56,%7*4!6'3!L+5&5()#-*4!?'-*!75#3'6!&'7!75#%,'#!,*7)-'!7*8!
,%#-*!=#566*!6-=(-<-&*,'#4!?'*7)-'!<#-=-)*!7*,%#-*!*)!)%&5&8!K@!
&-5(%7!%6,!)'#*/!Q'-!6-!(*,'#*!)57-(%,'#4!)%+5(-,!%*7!!
*)!&5#+5#-6!-(<%#-5#*/!C#-(*!<%,-)*!%,!=#566*4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!<%,5#
%-*
#
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) ME3)
+',#%)-(%7!%,!=#566-,')5!+*#-,!)'#-&-%7/!C#-(*!,'#3-)*!%,!(5(!!
)%&.*#*()*4!%,!6-!)%&.*#%,'#!+*#'*!,*7%(!L+56,*6-6!%<<-&-,'#4!7*.*!!
%6,!&'7!7'.,-,')-(%!&*.5#-6!%0,#*(%-!)%75(6,#%,4!<*&-%(6!!
?'*6-!%3'..-,-5(%74!%,!&*.5#-6!(*,'#*.-6!)%<%&,-5(%74!',!(5(!!
+566-,!)-=%#%#%!7*,%#-*7/!h+56,*6-6!?'%!?'*6-!<*#-(*!=#566*!%6,4!'%.!6&-(8!>!
,-..56*!*',!<'#<'#%*4!7*.*!%6,4!?'-*!L+56,*6%6!-6,%!&5(6'7+,-5(%7!!
7%(3#5#'7!6-=(-<-&*(,!*66-7-.*(6!=#566*7!'#-(*74!*',!%0!-(&%(6-5(%!%6,!=#566-!!
6*(='-(-64!*',!%0!)-665.',-5(%!&*#(-6!+#5+,%#!(-7-%,*,%7!&*.5#-6/!
$&-(,-..56*!)%!%0&5#-*,-5(%!)'5#'7!7%(3#5#'7/!C()%!+#-5#-!+%-5#!%6,/!
P'#<'#%*!)%!%0&5#-*,-5(%!'%(*#'7!%,!-()%!+%66-7*/!M+5#,%,!!"@!
,*7%(!-(,%..-=*6!)%!'%6-&*!%,!#%(-3'6!2'-'675)-!*.-?'*()5!%0-#%!L+56,*6%64!!
%,!(5(!6-=(-<-&*#%!7*.'7/!9(,%..-='(,'#!,*7%(!)%!)5.5#%!?'%7!!
6%(,-,!-(<-#7'6!-(!25#'7!7%(3#5'#7!&-#&'7)*,-5(-3'6/!N*#'-,*6!!
'#-(%!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!-(&%(6-5(%7!%,!2'7-)-,*,-6!&5(6'7+,-5(%74!!
*',!'-#,',-6!)%<%&,-5(%74!'#-(*7!*!6*(='-(%!)-'-)%(,%74!*',!!">!
%0+'.6-'%!)%3-.-,*,%7/!C57-,'6!6-!6-,!(-=%#4!'%.!'-#-)-6!'%.!%#'=-8!
(56'64!%6,!+%66-7'6/!$-!<%,%(64!75#,*.-6/!Q*'6*!%-'6!%*)%7!%6,!?'*7!!
)-0-7'6!)%!'#-(*4!%,!)-=%6,-5(%!)%!(-7-*!6&-.-&%,!-(&%(6-5(%!%,!<#-=-8!
,')-(%/!$-!2575!2'-'675)-!&5.5#%6!-(6-7'.!'57*,4!<-,!&%#,-5#!!
*)!75#,%74!?'-*!7*.5#'7!2'75#'7!6-=(-<-&*,!7'.,-,')-(%7/!$+',*!6-!!E@!
-(!+*66-5(%!+%&,5#-6!6'(,!#'3-&'()*!*',!+'#%!&-,#-(*4!(%?'%!&'7!6*.-'*!!
7-0,*4!%,!&'7!,'66-!%=#%)-%(,-*4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!+'#*!)57-(*,-5(%7!!
+5#,%()'(,!2'75#-6!6+*#6%!%0%'(,-64!&'7!,'66-!=#566-,')-(%7!6'-4!!
%,!.*35#%7!(*,'#%!*)!%0+%..%()'7/!$-!'-#-)%!6-,!*',!6+'756'74!!
<-,!7*.'7!6-&',!-(!)-=%6,-5(%!)%!2'-'675)-!)-0-7'6!&5.5#%4!.-'-8!E>!
)'7!%,!(-=#'7!6-7-.-,%#4!-775!57(%!6+','7!'()%!(5(!?'-%6&-,!)5.5#!!
7*.'7!%6,4!7*0-7%!6-,!6-,!(-=#'74!?'-*!7*,%#-*7!-(!+%&,5#%!7'.,*7!!
6-=(-<-&*,!%,!+%66-7*7/!$+','7!'%#5!'()%!)5.5#!7-,-=*,'#!35('7!%6,/!
$+','7!-(!,-6-&-6!+*'.*,-7!%,!&'7!(-7-5!.*35#%!75#,*.%!%6,4!)%<%8!
&,-5(%7!%(-7!'-#,',-6!-(!&#')-,*,%!7*,%#-%!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!7'.,'7!!K@!
6-,!%,!<*&-.%!%0-%#-,4!7-('6!+%66-7-,*,%7!56,%()-,4!?'-*!.5(=5!!
,%7+5#%!&5(6'7*,'#/!$')5#!6-!57(-!)-%!*66-,4!(%?'%!,*7%(!&#%,-&*
%-*
$
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) )ME7)
<'%#-,4!(%?'%!,5,'7!&5#+'6!,%('%#-,4!(%?'%!<%3#%6!%0,-(='-,4!(%?'%!&5#+'6!!
*..%'*,'#!-(<-#7-4!6%)!+5,-'6!+%-5#*,'#4!7*.'6!%6,/!G,!6-!6-,!<#-=-8!
)'64!%,!-(!&*+-,%!%,!&5..5!,*(,'7!<-,!+%-5#/!$-!&'7!*&',*!<%3#-!<-,!75#8!
,*.-6/!$-!&'7!.%(-!)-','#(-,*,%7!6-=(-<-&*,!75#3-4!?'-*!<#-=-)'6!6')5#!!
2'75#%6!6-=(-<-&*,!<#-=-)564!%,!&*.5#-6!(*,'#*.-6!)%<%&,-5(%7/!$-!!>!
6')5#!6-=('7!+#%&%66%#-,4!7'.,-,')-(%7!)%75(6,#*,!2'7-8!
)-,*,-64!%,!)%<%&,-5(%7!&5(,%(,-'%!'-#,',-6/!$-!#-=5#%7!!
%,!,#%75#%7!6%?'-,'#!6')5#4!75#3-!6-=(-<-&*,'#!<5#,-,')5/!$*(='-6!!
%!(*#-3'6!6-!6-,!=',,56'6!%,!+*#''6!%,!(-=%#4!75#,%7!)%75(8!
6,#*,4!7*0-7%!-(!+%#*&',-6!<%3#-3'64!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!<.%=75(%7!-(!!"@!
&%#%3#5!6*(='-(%7!%-'6!&5##'7+%(,%7/!$-!6-,!-(!)-%!&#%,-&*!!
*',!&-,5!75#-,'#!*',!+56,!.5(='7!,%7+'6!.-3%#*3-,'#!&'7!*.--6!!
&#-6-3'6/!$-!)%!(*#-3'6!%0%*(,!2'75#%6!'-#-)%6!*',!&-,#-(-!!
7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!&%#%3#5!7*.*7!&5.%#*7!6-=(-<-&*,!)57-(*(,%74!%,!-+6'7!-(&%()%(8!
,%7/!I%!6'(,!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!+%66-7%!?'*6!+%#+%()-7'6!*3!%0%'(8!">!
,-3'6!*!&5#+5#%/!$-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!)%!?'*.-,*,-3'6!75#35#'7!6-&!-(,%..-=*(,'#/!
H5#3'6!6-!<'%#-,!%0!75#35!*(,%#-5#-!%,!<5#,-5#!6-,4!*,?'%!-(!(58!
3-.-3'6!7%(3#-6!+%66-7'7!%6,/!$-!)5.5#%7!-(<-#7'6!-(!&*+-,%!<5#,-66-7'7!!
+*,-*,'#4!*,?'%!75#%,'#!-(!+%#*&',-6!<%3#-3'64!%,!6-!7*.%!*.-%!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!!
6-(%!)'3-5!75#,*.-6!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!&*.-)'7!*+56,%7*!-(!&%#%3#54!%,!-(!6'*!!E@!
,'(-&*/!$-!7*.%!6-=(-<-&*,-5(%6!(5(!*++*#'%#-(,4!.-3%#*,-5(%7!6-=(-<-&*,4!&'7!!
6*(='-(%!%!(*#-3'64!*',!&'7!*.-?'-3'6!*+56,%7*,-3'6/!$-!)5.5#!-(!&*+-,%!!
$*(='-6!*',%7!%!(*#-3'6!-(!2*&!+*66-5(%!%<<.'-,!-''%(-3'6!%,!*(,%!/00/!!
)-%6/!$-!%(-7!+56,!/00/!)-%64!%,!6%(%0!<'%#-,!&'7!*+56,%7*,-3'6/!$-!)5.5#!!
-(!&*+-,%!%,!=#*'-,*6!-(!&5..5!75#%,'#4!<#%(%,-&-64!(%&%66%!%6,!',!!E>!
'%(-*,!6+*67'64!%,!&5.%#*7!?'*6-!'%(%('7!%'57*,!%,!75#-,'#4!!
?'-*!)5.5#!-6,%!%0!&5.%#'7!%6,!*&'7-(%!&*+',!*6&%()%(,%4!%,!!
6+*67*,'#!%0!&%#%3#-!%,!+*((-&'.5#'7!6'5#'7!6-&&-,*,%/!C57-,'6!!
%0!7'.,-,')-(%!%6,!+%66-75#'7!&5.%#'7/!C%.5&-,*6!75#,-6!!
+#5+,%#!+%66-7-,*,%7!%6,!75#3-4!%,!(53-.-,*,%7!.5&-/!$-!-(<-#7'6!!K@!
)%<%&,'6!6-,!-(!'-#,',%!&'7!'57'%#-,4!75#-,'#/!F'5)!!
6-!<5#,-6!'6?'%!-(!)-%7!,%#&-'7!+%#7*(%3-,4!6-!7%(6!,'#3%,'#4!!!
%-+
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) ME<)
%0!&*+-,-6!+%#&'66-5(%!7*.'7!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!?'5)!&%#%3#'7!%,!'%(,#-&'.-!!
6'-!+*,-*(,'#/!$-!-(!&%#%3#5!(*6&*(,'#!''.(%#*4!%,!'%(,#-&'.-!!
+%#<5#%(,'#4!75#6!)%75(6,#*,'#4!?'-*!-(!'%(,#-&'.56!&%#%3#-!6+-#-,'6!!
*(-7*,'6!&'##-,/!F'-!6-!+*,-*(,'#4!'-,*!*'<%#,'#/!$-!?'-6!!
%0!+5,*,-5(%!'-(-!*.-%(*,-5(%7!%,!#-=5#%7!+*,-*,'#4!7*.'7!!>!
%6,/!G0!<'75!%(-7!'-(-!'%(,#-&'.-!-7+.%(,'#!&%#%3#-4!%,!%0!&*.%8!
<*&,-5(%!6'-/!V-=5#!<-,!%0!7'.,-,')-(%!'-(-!&*.5#%7!!
(*,'#*.%7!5+%#-%(,-6!%,!%0,-(='%(,-6/!J+5+.%0-*!-(!%3#-56-6!!
6+*67'7!%,!75#,%7!=-=(-,4!(-6-!<%3#-6!6'+%#'%(-*,!*3!%3#-%,*,%!!
)-665.',-6/!9(!*+5+.%0-*!%(-7!2'-'675)-!'-(5!-7+.%(,'#!&%#%3#-!!"@!
'%(,#-&'.-/!$%)!,*7%(!'-('7!6'*7!+.%(-,')-(%7!%0!6'*!6'38!
,-.-,*,%!)-665.'-,4!%,!6-7-.-,%#!)-665.''(,'#!+%#!-+6'7!=#566-!!
2'75#%6!<%3#-'7/!F'%!#%6!*3!%3#-%,*,%!)-665.',-6!&*'6*!%6,!6*.',-64!!
6-!6'+%#'%(%#-,!<%3#-6/!$-!*',%7!%&5(,#*!&5(,-(=%#-,"4!65.%(,!6+*67*#-!%,!!
75#-/!$-!&'-!6'3-,5!-(!6*(-,*,%!6'*!)5.5#!&*+-,-6!'%(-*,4!!">!
%,!537',%6&*,!%,!6,%#,*,4!-(!)-%!75#-,'#!/1--/!(-6-!<%3#-6!6'+%#'%(-*,4!!
&'7!-(!*+5+.%0-*!6-&',!)-0-7'6!'%(,#-&'.-!&%#%3#-!)%!=#566-6!-7+.%*(,'#!2'75#-3'6/!
$,%#,%#%!-(!*+5+.%0-*!'-#,',%7!%,!7*=(-,')-(%7!6-=(-<-&*,!%-'64!%,!+*66-58!
(%7!.*&%#,5#'7!+%&,'6!75'%(,-'74!6-&',!)-0-,!L+5&#*6/!J+5+.%0-*!6-!6-,!!
<5#,-6!(5(!6*(*,'#/!A5(!<5#,-6!)'#*!%6,4!&'#*#-/!J+5+.%0-*!%(-7!-(!!E@!
*&',*!%=#-,')-(%!/----/!'%.!/1--/!<-(-,'#!)-%/!Q'7!%(-7!-(!7%(3#5!!
6-,!(53-.-4!(5(!'.,#*!25&!,%7+'6!*&',*7!%=#-,')-(%7!+5,%6,!+*,-4!6%)!<%3#-!!
6'+%#'%(-%(,%!2'75#%6!)-665.''(,'#4!%,!75#3'6!&'#*,'#/!9(!+%#*&'8!
,-6!<%3#-3'6!6-!)5.5#!<5#,-6!6-,4!-(!*'#-&'.-6!-(,%#-5#-3'6!7*.'7!%6,4!!
)5.5#!%(-7!-(!2-6!7%(3#-6!&*.-)'7!%66%!*+56,%7*!-(!*')-,'6!(%#'-6!56,%()-,4!!E>!
%0!&'-'6!'-&-(-,*,%!&%#%3#'7!+*,-,'#4!%,!-)%5!2'(&!)5.5#%7!*.-%(*,-5!6%?'-,'#4!!
'()%!6'3-,5!+.'#-7-!6-&',!-(!*+5+.%0-*!75#-'(,'#/!9''%(%6!-(!+#-7*!!
%3)57*)*/!P%3#-6!%(-7!-(!2*&!%,*,%!<5#,-66-7*!%6,4!+#5+,%#!<5#,%7!!
&*.5#%7!%,!7'.,-,')-(%7!&5.%#;/!$%(%6!+56,!75#-'(,'#4!?'-*!<%3#-6!-(!6%(-3'6!!
(5(!(-7-6!%6,!&*.-)*4!+#5+,%#!+*#'-,*,%7!&*.5#-6!%,!&5.%#%4!-(!%5#'7!&5#8!K@!
+5#-3'64!*.-?'*()5!%0%'(,!''.(%#*!-(!%5#'7!*'#-&'.-6!%,!6*(*(,'#4!!
6%)!-''%(%6!*(,%!*+56,%7*,*!5#,*!75#-'(,'#4!6*(-,*6!,*7%(!6+%#*,'#4
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
"!&5(,-=%#-,!
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) )M3.)
6-!6*(-%6!*3!*'#-&'.-6!%0%*,!&'7!35(-6!6-=(-<-&*,-5(-3'6/!$-!+'6,'8!
.%!?'*6-!&-&%#!*++*#%*(,4!-(!.-(='*4!%,!&5#+5#-6!#%<#-=%6&*,!%0,#%7-8!
,*64!75#6!%6,!'-&-(*4!?'-*!7%#-!%,!6,57*&25!%,!%56!&-#&'7)*(8!
,-*4!6-=(-<-&*,!6-7-.-,%#!2*3%#%!+'6,'.*6/!9(!&5..5!(-=#5!*+*#-%(,%!*+56,%7*,%!!
%,!'%6-&-6!&'7!7%(,-6!*.-%(*,-5(%4!'%.!'-=-.--64!7*.5'%!*(2%8!>!
.-,'4!7*.'7!6-=(-<-&*,4!?'-*!-..*!7*,%#-*!%6,!+%66-7*/!9(!&5..5!''.8!
(%#*!&'7!<%3#-!&5(,-('*!7*.'7!%6,4!7*0-7%!6-!7*.'7!6-=('7!*++*8!
#%*,4!?'-*!*+56,%7*,*!-(!25&!.5&5!,#*(6=.',,-#%!%,!*(%.*#%!*'<%#'(,/!!
$'<<5&*,'#!%#=5!-(<-#7'6!%,!75#-,'#/!$'<<5&*,-5!6'3-,*!!
-(!+%#*&',-6!<%3#-3'64!6-!(%?'-,!,#*(6=.',-#%!(-6-!&'7!)-<<-&'.8!"@!
,*,%!%6,!75#,*.-6/!$-!<%3#-&-,*6!,#*(6=.',-%()-!)'#-&-%7!!
+*,-*,'#4!%,!,5#,'#*74!(%?'%!,*7%(!-(!&5..5!*++*#'%#-,!,'75#4!!
75#,*.%!%6,4!?'-*!6-=(-<-&*,!*+56,*,*!-(!7%#-4!'%.!%-'6!.*&%#,-6!('8!
&2*4!%,!6+5()-.%6!,#*2%(,-3'6!'()%!&5..'7!,5#?'%,'#4!2*3%(,%6!6-(*(8!
&-*74!6-!,'75#!#'35#4!&'7!)5.5#%!(-7-5!-(!&5..5!(5(!*++*#%*(,4!!">!
%,!'5.%(,%6!*(%.*#%!*)!6%)%()'7!%0&-,*(,'#4!-*&%#%!%(-7!(%?'%8!
'(,4!-(!)-%!75#-'(,'#!/----/!'%.!*(,%*/!J+56,%7*!%(-7!-(!=',,'#%!!
6-=(-<-&*,'#4!'()%!'-%!5+-.*(,'#!6+-#-,'64!%,!(%&%66%!%6,!-(<-#7'6!6'<<58!
&%,'#/!9(!6-(*(&-*!#'35#%!%,!,'75#%!-(!='.*!(5(!*++*#%(,-3'64!!
75#,*.%!%6,4!6%)!,*7%(!,*#)-'6!+#-5#%4!?'-*!*+56,%7*!%6,!-(!7%#-!%,!=',,'#-6!!E@!
%0,#%7-,*,%/!$-(*(&-*!-(!?'*!#'35#!&5..-!*++*#'%#-,!'%.!+%&8!
,5#-64!,*#)-5#!%6,!&%,%#-64!%,!',-(*7!-(<-#7'6!-()%!.-3%#%,'#/!$-!,*7%(!!
6'3-,5!#'35#!(5(!%'*('%#-,4!6+%6!%6,!.-3%#*()-/!$-!#'35#!%0,#*!!
*++*#%*,4!-(!+%&,5#%!'%.!&5..54!6-=(-<-&*,!7*,%#-%!*)!%0,%#-5#*!%0+'.8!
6-5(%74!%,!=',,'#-6!.-3%#*,-5(%7/!$-!#'35#!-(!)-%!&#%,-&*!-(,'6!!E>!
6%!*36&5()*,4!%,!-(,%#-5#-!&5#+5#%!*++*#%*(,!''.(%#*4!-(<-#7'6?'%!!
6*(-%7!%0+'*,4!.-3%#*,-5(%7!75#3-!6-=(-<-&*,/!$-!*',%7!#'35#!6-(%!!
*.-?'*!2*#'7!6-=(-<-&*,-5('7!6-,4!%,!-(<-#7'6!*!)5.5#%!?'-%'%#-,4!75#,%7!)%8!
75(6,#*,4!*',!-(!75#3'7!#%&-)-'*,/!F'-%6&%#%!-(<-#7'7!!
*!)5.5#%!%0!*+56,%7*,-6!%6,!*)!+'.75(%74!)%6&%(6-5(%4!%,!+'.75!!K@!
(5(!6%(,-,/!C()%!(%&!)5.5#!6%(,-,'#/!$-(*(&-'6!6-!.-3%#%,'#!!
%,!2'75#!*)!+'.75(%7!)-=#%)-*,'#!/1--/!)-%!75#-,'#/!$'<8!
%-,
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!"#$%&'()*(+,#-+&) M3/)
<5&*,'#!&'7!<'(%4!'%.!*.-*!#%4!%,!6+'7*!-(!%-'6!5#%!*++*#%(,%4!%,!6-!!
(5()'7!75#,''6!<'%#-,4!(5(!,*7%(!.-3%#*,'#!*!75#,%/!$'<<5&*,-5!%(-7!!
=',,'#!%,!&*(*.%6!+'.75(-6!*#,*'-,4!*%#%7?'%!-(,#*#%!+#52-8!
3'-,4!%,!<'756*7!6'+%#<.'-,*,%7!%0-#%!+#52-3-,*7!6'+%#!&5#!%,!!
+'.75(%7!*'=7%(,*'-,/!J)!?'*7!%0+%..%()*7!*)-''-,!6%!!>!
+'.75!&'7!.*35#%!,*7%(!7*=(5/!G0+'.-,!%#=5!+*#'7!<'7-!&'7!2'7-8!
)-,*,%4!%,!25&!%6,!6+'7*!-(!5#%/!$+'7%!%(-7!&*'6*!'%(,'6!%6,!%,!!
2'7-)-,*64!6-&',!-(!7*#-!'-)%7'6!,%7+%6,'565/!$-!2*3%(6!+.%#%6-7"!!
(5(!6+'-,!%,!5#,57-*7!*(%.-,'6!2*3'%#-,4!(%&!-*&%()5!*(%8!
.*#%!+566-,4!75#-,'#'6!%#-,/!G0!7*=(-,')-(%!%(-7!%6,!*+56,%7*,-64!!"@!
%,!)%<%&,-5(%!'-#,',-64!-(!)%&5&&-5(%!%,!%0+'.6-5(%4!%,!+*#6!+%8!
&,5#-6!6'+%#!+'.75(%7!&%&-)-,4!5+-.*(6!'-*7!6+-#-,'6/!C()%!5#,57-*!!
*(%.-,'6!&5(6%?'-,'#/!F'*.-6&'7?'%!)5.5#!-(!+.%'#%6-!(5(!7-,-=*,'#!&'7!!
6+',-64!(%?'%!&'7!<.%35,57-*4!'%.!<*#7*&-*4!'%.!&*.%<*&,-5(%!'%.!*.-5!!
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